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Sockeye A m o n  (Oncorhynchus nerh)  c m  return from the Gulf of Alaska to the Fraser 
River by migrating around the north or south end of Vancouver Esland and the proportion of fish 
using each route varies considenbl~ among years. This thesis consists of three sepante studies 
that contnbute to the overail objective of understanding the migration route variation. The first 
two components are concemed with the estimation of migration routes from fishenes data, and 
potentially have additional pnçtical impiications for fisheries management. The third 
cornponent examines some explicit interactions between individual behaviour and oceanographic 
vdability that could potentidly affect migration route selection. 

The first study investigated how standard methods of estimating sdmon fishery harvest 
rates introduce substmtial errors because of violations to migration dynamics assurnptions. This 
involved: 1) defining plausible stochastic salmon migration rate variability scenarios from 
observations of salmon migratory timing distributions and tagging studies, and 2) using Monte 
CarIo simulations of fisheries to examine how this variability affects harvest rate estimation 
when uniform miption rates are assumed during the process of mn-reconstruction. A unique 
migration dynamics scenario could not be defined. Within the migration consuaints that were 
identified, the simulations suggested that, in genenl, harvest rate estimates can be expected to be 
betadistributed, and there is a potential underestirnation bias for high hwest rates. The 
magnitude of the e m r  variance and bias are dependent upon the migration dynamics, fishery 
temporal and spatial structure, and mn-reconstruction method. 

The second study presents methods for estimating harvest rates and migration routes in a 
multiple approach saimon fishery. The Bayesian approach explicitly admits uncenainty from 1) 
the confounded relationship between harvest ntes and migration routes, 2) escapement 
estimation error that arises from run-reconstruction, and 3) the unknown relationship between 
harvest rates and effort. The resulting parmeter uncenainty is reflected in posterior probability 
distributions. Potentiai advantages and disadvantages of adoptiag this method for the Fraser 
River sockeye fishery are examined. 

The third study involved simulating addt sockeye salmon migration routes from the Gulf 
of Alaska to the coastai approaches of the Fraser River. A spatially-explicit individual-based 
model was used to explore potential mechaoisms that codd explain the observed interannual 
variation in migration routes. Assuming that sockeye are initially distributed throughout the 
cenaal Gulf of Alaska and orient on a compas bearing, the following rnechanism were 
simulated to pmdufe migration route variations among years in a physical environment described 
by dynamic surface temperatures and cmnts:  L) the distribution prior to homing was 
constrained by southem t h e d  limits, 2) sockeye were advected by currents during open ocean 
migration, and 3) sockeye tended to avoid hi@ water temperatures Optimization of the 
bebavioral component of the rnodel for a least squares fit between bdcast  and observed coastal 
migration routes suggested that themial limits and offshorrîurrents couid not explain very much 
coastal migration route variabiiity. Avoidance of bigh water temperature explained about 33% of 
the interannual variability and suggested that coastai processes (aithough poorly resoIved in the 
model) could be more important than the offshore pmcesses examined. 
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Sockeye sdmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) have a complex life history characterized 

by extensive freshwater md marine migrations. Spawners demonstrate the remarkable 

ability to return to thek natal streams &ter migrating for thousmds of kilometers in the 

nonh Pacific Ocean, and the consistency of their migration routes and return timing is an 

integral part of the fisheries and fisheries management tactics that have developed for this 

species. The sensory and navigationd processes that guide these migrations are of 

considerable theoretical interest to biologists from evolutionary, behaviourai and 

physiological perspectives, but remain pooriy understood. This thesis descnbes my 

attempts to improve the understanding of Fraser River sockeye salmon homing migration 

dynamics, and was motivated jointly by theoretical interest in the interactions between 

h h  behaviour and oceanographic variabiiity, and by the practical relevance for fisheries 

management. 

A number of feanires conuibuted to the selection of Fraser River sockeye for this 

stody, including multiple homing migration routes. a history of fisheries data collection, 

and prior migration snidies on these stocks. Aduit sockeye salmon can r e ~ n  h m  the 



Gulf of Alaska to the Fraser River by migrating around either the north or south end of 

Vancouver Island (fig. 1.1), and the proportion of fish using each route varies 

considerably arnong yem (fig. 1.2). This observational contrast provides the means with 

which interactions between sdmon migration behaviour and oceanographic variability 

may be explored. 

Uncertainty in the proporticn of fish migrahg via the northem route around 

Vancouver Island (northem diversion rate) complicates the task of fisheries managers 

attempting to meet compfex harvest allocation goals and confounds the estimation of 

harvest ntes that are important for in-season stock assessrnent and scheduling fishery 

openings. The migration route estimates are generated from fishenes observations, and a 

long historical time senes is present. the collection of which would have been impossible 

for a typical nsearch prognm. However, fisheries data are rarely collected with ideal 

sampiing procedures, and ihis led to the fmt two stuàies presented in this thesis that were 

aimed at understanding the error structure of fishenes harvest ntes, and developing 

f o n d  methods of estimating coastd migration routes from these data. These studies 

thus have implications for theoreticd pursuits that rely on fishenes observations, and 

have additional relevance for fisheries management. 

The f i a l  study examined some explicit interactions between hypothesized 

individuai behaviour and actuai oceaaographic variability that couid potentiaily Ûnect 

Fraser sockeye migration routes. The ability to explain and reliably predict coastd 



migration route variation would also be of considerable use to managea, but the finai 

study represented oniy an incrementd step towards attainîneat of that ambitious goal. 

This thesis is stnictured in 5 chapten. The remainder of this introductory chapter 

(1) describes the relevant background material and places the research into a theoretical 

ecological and pnctical management context. Chapter (2) describes how harvest rates are 

estimated in salmon fisheries and examines how simplifjing assurnptions about migration 

dynamics can be expected to introduce systemaiic erron. Chapter (3) builds on the 

nsults of chapter (2), and presents a Bayesian method for estimating confounded harvest 

nies and migration routes in a multiple approach salmon fishery. Chapter (4) describes 

my attempt to mode1 the observed historical salmon migration route variability by 

simulating salmon behaviour on temporal and spatial scales that are relevant to the 

decision process of individuais in a dynamic marine environment. The finai chapter (5) 

provides a generaî discussion. suggesting avenues for future research and additionai 

applications for the methods presented here. 

Fkh communities of the cenecal subarctic domain of the NE Pacific Ocean are 

dominated by sockeye, pink and chum salmon (Ware and McFarlme 1989), 



demonstrating the wolutionary success of the anadromous Me history. Of these species, 

sockeye exhibit the most complicated life cycle, with substantial marine and kshwater 

phases. Large lifetime energy expendihires, speciaüzed sensory abilities, and precise 

regdatory mechanisms are ~quired to ensure that individuals complete the final, 

spawning phase of the migration at an extremely precise point in space and time. The 

selective advantages of migration must have been substantid for this Iife history strategy 

to have evolved in spite of these costs and constrainis. However, the biologicd processes 

controlling the migration rernain poorly understood, and the temporal and spatial 

characteristics of the abundance distributions are poorly described, particularly in the 

marine environment. 

The Fraser River is the largest and most valuable sockeye salmon producing 

system in British Columbia (Starr et al. 1984), consisting of more than 50 stocks, and 

supporthg important aboriginal, commercial and recreational fisheries. The majority of 

these fish foiiow a simüar 4 year Me history. beginning as fertilized eggs in the autumn. 

The eggs generaiiy hatch in tributaries near lake systems in the foiiowing spring, and fry 

migrate into nearby lakes where they begin feeding and growing. Mer one year 

(occasionaüy two) in the nursery lake, most of the yearlings migrate downstream, through 

the Fraser River and into the Strait of Georgia during April-lune. The smolts migrate 

north dong the Coast of British Columbia and SE Alaska, and evennially move offshore 

and spread across vast areas of the NE Pacific Ocean (French et al. 1976). After spending 

appmximately two years (1 or 3 years for a s& proportion) in the Gulf of Alaska, 

maniring sockeye engage in a rapid, weii-timed and directionaily precise homing 



migration (Groot and  qui^ 1987). The adult fish are exposed to a gauntlet of sequential 

fishenes as  they migrate dong the coastal approaches to the Fraser River, and a number 

of additional fish are taken by abonginal fishenes within the river. Those that escape the 

fishenes rem to their natal streams with remarkable fidelity and spawn. 

Many different guidance mechanisms may be active during the marine phase of 

the salmon homing migration. Direction-fmding mechanisms are commonly divided into 

three categories originaily defined by Griffin (1955): piioting, compass-orientation, and 

bi-coordinate navigation. Piloting is defined as the ability to reach a goal by recognizing 

fiimiliar landmarks. It has been demonstrated fûirly conclusively that many salmonids 

recognize odours from their natal streams, and rely on odour detection as a form of 

piloting during upstrem migrations (e-g. Cooper and Scholz 1976, Groot et al. 1986, 

Shimini 1993). However there is no evidence to suggest that salmon are following 

odom or other familiar landmarks during the marine phase of migration. It has also been 

shown that renirning adults c m  use migration routes that differ From those experienced as 

juveniles (Groot and Cooke 1987). This indicates that piloting is not a sufficient 

navigational scheme for the marine homing migration. Compass orientation is defined as 

the ability to reach a goal by onenting to particdar compass directions irrespective of 

local landmarks. It has been demonstrated that salmon can discriminate celestial patterns 

(Quh and Brannon 1982, Hawryshyn and Bolger 1990) and geomagnetic fields (Quina 

1980, Quinn and Brannon 1982). di of which provide a compass bearing. Numencal 

simulations have suggested that compass orientation is sufficient to explain the offshore 

marine phase of Fraser sockeye homing migrations provideci that the bearing varies 



depending on the initial position (Dat et al. 1995). Bicoordinate navigation is the most 

complex direction-finding mechanism, and is defined as the ability to orient toward a 

fixed goal from digerent geographic locations, which are not necessarily familiar to the 

orgdsm (i.e. the orgiinism has behavioural and sensory abilities analogous to not only a 

cornpass, but ais0 a map). Healey and Groot (1987) have argued that bi-coordinate 

navigation is required for certain sdmon stocks in which individuals can reach a common 

goal from vasdy differeot initial positions. While this mechanisrn has not been 

demonstrated in salmonids. there is evidence that sea turtles (Lohman and Lohman 1996). 

and pigeons (see Moore 1980) may use geomagnetic fields as maps for bi-coordinate 

navigation. It is geaerally believed that sockeye salmon are using cornpass orientation or 

bi-cwrdinate navigation during marine migrations. 

Saila and Shappy ( 1963) and Patten ( 1964) used numencal simulations to suggest 

that only a low degree of directional precision was required to explain the homing ability 

of Pacific salmon. However. Groot and Quim (1987) re-examined the biological 

assumptions of these models and demonstrated that hi@ directional precision was 

required. While the migration model of Patten (1964) was incorrect in its biological 

assmnptions, it did Iead to a generaiized model of migration behaviour summarized in 

kggett (1977). This mode1 suggests that Bsh do not perceive or strive for the long term 

objective of migration. but rather, they are cootinuously attempting to maximize 

instantaneous 'comfort'. In this case, maximum comfort is achieved by optimiting 

physiological andor neurological States. The perception of the optimal state depends on 

a compromise among conditions perceived simultaneously by different senses, and ükely 



depends on neurwndocrine factors that change seasonaiiy and ontogeneticaily. This 

genenlized mode1 suggests that multiple factors could be guiding the migration, and 

balancing potentially conflicting urges to migrate, forage and avoid predation. 

The emerging understanding of salmon migration represents a slow accumulation 

of knowledge from a nurnber of disciplines. The importance of migration to salmon 

fishenes results in the fortuitous collection of data that may convibute to some of these 

research objectives. in panicular, Fraser River sockeye fisheries provide coane 

resolution observations of temporai and spatial distributions that can potentidiy provide 

insight into the selection of migration routes. The primary direction-findkg mechanisms 

that have been proposed for saimon are based on celestial and geomagnetic patterns that 

are stable among years (on relevant time scdes). So the introduction of migration route 

variability is likely driven by secondary orientation pmesses that are dependem on 

oceanographic features that vary among years. One of the p n m q  objectives of this 

research, described in chapter (4), was to explore how coastal migration route variation 

might arise from individual salmon decision processes in a dyoamic marine environment. 

FRASER RIVER SOCKEYE FISHERY MANAGEMENT: IkIPUCATIONS OF COASTU MIGRATTON ROüTE 
VARtABItrrY 

Management of the Fraser River sockeye fishery is a complex task, involving 

numemus user groups in Canada and the United States (Wwdey 1987). Fisheries are 



regulated to meet the fmt priority of escapement to ensure him production, and second, 

to meet international allocation goals, provided that there is an agreement between 

Canada and the United States. The domestic catch of each country is further subdivided 

between aboriginal, commercial and sport fishenes. There are numerous aboriginal 

groups with independent allocations that are given priority over the sport and commercial 

fisheries. The commercial catch in tum is also subdivided arnong trollers, seinea and 

gillnetten. The allocation goals have become increasingly complex in ment years, and 

there is a major concern that the regulatory agencies no longer have the ability to ensure 

equitable harvest allocations and spawning objectives (Fraser 1995). The available stock 

assessment methods contain too much uncertainty, and the fishery does not have enough 

scheduling flexibility to meet the present demands. Additional management fdures such 

as the late-run escapement shortfall of 1994 (PSC 1995, Fraser 1995) seem io be 

inevitable within the fishery and management structure as it exists at this Ume. 

In addition to theoretical interest, this thesis research was motivated by the 

practical importance to fisheries management of quantimng stock assessment 

uncertainty, and estima~g/predicting coastal migration route variability. Adult sockeye 

salmon cm retum h m  the Gulf of Alaska to the Fraser River by migrating around either 

the north or south end of Vancouver Island (Bg. 1. I)  and the annual proportion of fish 

using each route varies considerably among years (fig. L .2). Uncertainty in the proportion 

of fish using the northem route (nonhem diversion rate) complicates the task of fisheries 

managers in two ways: 1) it is ciifficuit to estimate the historical exploitation rates in the 

individual approach route fishenes because harvest rates and migration routes are 



confounded, and hence it is dificult to schedule approach route fishenes with specific 

exploitation objectives, and 2) it is difficult to meet harvest allocation goals among user- 

groups because not al1 usen have equal access to the resource (e.g. fishers h m  the 

United States cannot fish the northern approach route). Conceivably, migration route 

variability would be irrelevant if 1) the northern and southern approach route fishenes 

were always opened simultaneously, 2) the sarne proportion of the nui migrating via each 

route was vulnerable to fishing, and 3) aii usea had equd access to both routes. Since 

this is not the case, the northem diversion rate cannot be ignored. The importance was 

exemplified by the serious under-escapement of late-nin stocks in 1994. This was 

partiaiiy artributed to the high northem diversion (PSC 1995). Within the existing 

management system, improved estimation and prediction of the northem diversion rate 

would assist in the attainment of equitable allocations and reduce overfishing risk. 

Fraser River sockeye fisheries provide a considerable amount of information 

about coastal distributions that couid not be coiîected for economicdly insignificant 

stocks. This information is invaluable for effective fishenes management, and bas ken 

opportunisticay applied to snidies of sûlmon migration such as those descnbed in the 

section beiow. However, these data are generally not coilected with the sort of consistent 

samphg thai would opthke the information content. important fishery parameters may 

be expeditiously estimated with ad hoc methods for in-season stock assessmenl without 

bill consideration of the statisticai pmperties of the estimates. One of the primary 

objectives of my research was to examine the emr distribution of harvest rate estimates 

that cm be expected when vaditional estimation methods are useci, as described in 



Chapter (2). These results were then used to develop formai methods for estimating 

proportions of hsh using each coastai migration route, described in Chapter (3). So these 

two chapters have direct implications for both fishenes management, md theoretical 

snidies of coastd migration routes, both of which have largely ignored potential erron in 

migration route estimates. 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES EXAMINING THE FRASER SOCKEYE NORTHERN DIVERSION RATE 

The nonhem diversion rate has intrigued biologists and oceanographers for 

severai decades. Numerous hypotheses have been advanced to explain and predict 

migration route variability among years. but none of the models has been shown to be 

consistent over the entire histoncd record. Most cornmoniy. the published studies have 

demonstrated ri correlation between time series of the northern diversion rate and some 

environmental index, but failed to define explicit causai mechanisms. Subsequent to 

publication, the relationship breaks dowo, indicating that it was wrong or at Ieast 

incornpiete. This section briefly sumarizes these snidies, and suggests how an 

alternative dy narnic modehg approach might provide new insight. 

The most consistent environmentai index conelated with the nonhem diversion 

rate in recent years has been late spring Kains Island lighthouse sea surface temperature 

(SST), on the NW Coast of Vancouver Island (iadicated in fig 1.1). Numerous simple and 

multiple regriession analyses have included signincant Kains Island SST te- indexed 



over various tirne intervais (Hamilton 1985, Groot and Quim 1987, Xie and Hsieh 1989). 

Various studies have aiso demonstrated a significant correlation or non-statistical 

association between the diversion rate and SST from other coastal and offshore locations 

(Wickett 1977. Hsieh et al. 199 1, Groot and Quinn 1987, Royal and Tully 196 1, Tully et 

al. 1960). The mechanisms by which high SST supposedly causes high northern 

diversion rate is usually described only vaguely, and it cannot be distinguished whether 

coastal or offshore processes are involved. In w u m  years, the sockeye distribution on the 

high seps could be funher nonh relative to coder years, so that a greater proportion of 

homing migrants could arrive on the coast nonh of Vancouver Island. in tum, this may 

resuit in a higher proportion of sockeye using the northem route around the island. 

Alternatively, the majority of sockeye might always arrive no& of Vancouver Island, and 

rnay simply be avoiding high water temperatures during the coastd migration. This latter 

mechanism would be consistent with the low observed diversion in 1990 despite high 

SST at Kains Island, because Queen Charlotte Suait was also exceptionaily wmn (David 

Blackboum, Pacific Biological Station, Nanaimo, B.C., V9R 5K6, pers. corn.). 

Variability in the distribution of sdinity or Fraser River water, particularly around 

the north end of Vancouver Island, has also been suggested as a mechanism influencing 

migration route vuiability. This theory has been advanced on the basis of offshore 

salinity observations (Favorite 196 1). and obsenred correlations between the diversion 

rate and Fraser River discharge indices (Groot and Quinn 1987, Hamilton 1985, Wicken 

1977, Xie and Hsieh 1989). Thomson (1981) suggests that interannuai variability in the 

flow of Fraser River water northward through Johnstone Strait would be the Iink between 



discharge and the northem diversion rate. It is well estabLished that salmonids use odours 

near the river mouth and within freshwater systems to identify spawning grounds. but it is 

not known what role olfaction plays in open ocean and coastal migrations. There is a 

long time series of salinity observations measured at coastai lighthow stations, but 

presumably there is no simple relationship be tween lighthouse saiinity and migration 

routes or a correlation would have been published. The distribution of Fraser River water 

seems like a reasonable factor that rnay affect migration routes, but there is no direct 

means of accurately estimating the concentration of Fraser water outside the Georgia and 

Juan de Fuca Straits (see LeBlond et al. 1994). It has dso been suggested that the 

northward flow of Fraser River water dong the West Coast of Vancouver fsland may be 

important for migrating salmon, especiaily as this flow is ody interrnittentiy observed 

north of Brooks Peninsula (Richard Thomson, institute of Ocean Sciences, Sidney B.C. 

V8L 4B2, pers. comm.); however there is presently no evidence to support or refbte this 

idea. 

1 consider the third most viable hypothesis explaining diversion rate variability to 

be large scale ocean circulation patterns. Thomson et al. (1992) dernonsmted the 

viability of ocem circulation as a rnechanism for affecting the latitude of lmdfall of 

migrahg salmon, while Hsieh et al. (1991) found a conelation between diversion rates 

and NE Pacific circulation indices. However, the published reiationships were weak, and 

Wickett (1977) and Gmot and Q u h  (1987) Pied to h d  any relationship with othex 

circulation time senes. 



A few other theories have k e n  suggested regarding northem diversion variability, 

and some have been shown to be incorrect. Groot and Cooke (1987) suggested that 

adults might retum via the same route they used as juveniles, while Groot et al. (1986) 

suggested that adult fish might follow population-specific odours produced by out- 

migrating juveniles. Both of these theories were disproved when juvenile sampling 

indicated that most or dl smolts migrated nonh via Johnstone Strait (Groot and Cooke 

1987). Barber (1983) suggested that sockeye homing involves the following of pink and 

chum fry odour trails. Xie and Hsieh (1989) included an auto-regressive tenn (diversion 

rate 2 years earlier) in a multiple segression mode1 and suggested that smolts and adults 

that migrate in the sarne year (i.e. onginaie from brood years sepanted by two years) may 

be aEected by the same (unspecified) oceanographic factors. Gilhousen ( 1960) observed 

that high northem diversion events corresponded with high sunspot abundance. Hamilton 

(1985) found no evidence of a 4 year diversion pattern that would have suggested a stock- 

specific or cycle-specifïc migration pattern. 

As an alternative Uivestigative approach, 1 was interested in exploring explicitly- 

defined mechanisms on scales relevant to the decision process of individuais. The 

cornhion approach, which has k e n  used extensively in previous studies, could in 

p~ciple ,  yield a reasonable predictive relationship for the northern diversion rate if the 

underiying mechanism was governed by simple linear dynamics. However, by itself, this 

approach could not be used to elucidate the saimon migration decision processes and 

resuitant trajectories at a sittisQing temporal or spatial resolution. The northern diversion 



rate is a cumulative result of the migration trajectories of millions of individuals. bmadiy 

distributed in a dynamic heterogeneous environment, each making independent migration 

decision rules according to their own unique sensory input and developmentai history; so 

there is no reason CO beiieve that the system should be govemed by simple iinear 

dynnmics. Tyler and Rose (1994) review process-based modeiling studies in fishenes on 

the bais of three defining characteristics: spatial heterogeneity, individual variability and 

individual movement. They emphasize that spatially-explicit individual-based models 

provide a means of combining al1 ihree of these characteristics into a single framework. 

Chapter (4) describes my efforts to consolidate data on sockeye distributions and 

orientation behavioua, and represent the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of the 

physical environment of the NE Pacific, so that key mechanisms potentially driving the 

northern diversion rate could be e x h e d  with a spatially-explicit, individuai-based 

migration model. 
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Fig. 1.1 .  Map of the coastal approaches to the Fraser River showing important locations 

refened to in the text. 



Fig. 1.2. Time series of the estimated annual proportion of sockeye salmon renirning to 

the Fraser River via Johnstone Suait (northem diversion rate). (James Cave, Pacific 

Salmon Commission, pers. comm.). 





Box models are an important stock assessrnent tool used to represent the dynamic 

spatial distribution of mature salmon as they migrate h u g h  a gauntlet of fisheries. in 

these models, it is genenlly assumed that al1 individuals maintain their position in the run 

relative to each other, and implications of violating this assumption have not been 

previously examined in detail. The objectives of this chapter were to 1) define plausible 

stochastic salmon migration nte variability scenuios that are consistent with Fraser River 

tagging studies and obsewed migratory timing distributions, and 2) use Monte Carlo 

simulations of fisheries to examine how this variability affects harvest rate estimation 

under the assumption of uniform migration rates. A unique migration dynamics scenario 

could not be defined. Observations were consistent with a range of plausible scenarios 

that represented a compromise brtween independent individual migration rate variabiiity 

(causing diffusion), and migration rate variability that covaries arnong individuals 

(causing aggregation and polymodal timing distributions). The Monte Car10 simulations 

suggested that harvest rate enors can be expected to follow a beta distribution, with 

substantial underestimation b i s  at high harvest rates. Harvest rate error distributions axe 

described in detail for a single example, while the expected effects over a range of 

alternative migration dynamics and fishery temporaYspatia1 characteristics are described 

quaiitativeiy. 



Simple box models (or boxcar models) are used to represent salmon abundance in 

t h e  and space as retuming adults migrate through a gauntlet of fisheries en route to 

spawning grounds. At a fixed point in time during the migration, a typical sûlmon mn is 

spread out along the migration route with a roughly bell-shaped abundance distribution. 

At each point along the migration route, the run is observed as a bell-shaped abundance 

distribution that passes over time. in principle. an efficient fishing fleet could harvest the 

whole run in a single opening if there were no spatial restrictions, or alternatively, if the 

fleet was restricted to a very smdf area it could harvest the whole run if there were no 

temporal restrictions. Effective management of these fishenes is achieved by the careful 

selection of fishery temporai and spatial openings. Box models provide the means with 

which fish and fishery dynamics can be described in temporal and spatial units that are 

appropriate for this purpose. However, these models require very restrictive assumptions 

about migration dynamics, and implications of violating these assumptions have not been 

described. 

Box models are used in a variety of saimon management tools, including p- 

season planning, in-season stock assesment and post-season m-reconstruction. The 

pre-season planning mode1 (Cave and Gazey 1994) is used primariiy to explore 

alternative pattern of fishery openings in time and space and plan harvest allocation 

targets under dinerent scenarios. The in-season model (Car1 Wdters, University of 

British Columbia, Fisheries Centre. pers. c o n )  is used to provide updated stock 



abundance estimates at frequent intervais during a fishing season. This model provides 

Bayesiûn stock size estimates in-season by calculaiing the likelihood of observing catch 

and test fishery observations given the historical observations. The run-reconstruc tion 

model (Starr et ai. 1984, Starr and Hiibom 1988) iterates the boxcar model backwards in 

time after the fishery is over, and provides a post-season assessrnent of harvest rates and 

migratory timing characteristics. 

Boxcar models are dependent on the assumption that ali fish from a given stock 

rnigrate at the same rate, maintaining their position in relation to the rest of the stock. 

This ûssumption is known to be violated, but to date there has not been much work done 

to quanti@ the effects of this problem. The objectives of this chapter were to: 1) define 

stochastic salmon migration dynamin scenarios that are consistent with observations 

from Fraser River sockeye salmon tagging studies and migratory timing distributions. and 

2) use Monte Carlo simulations to describe how salmon migration dynamics affect 

reconsmcted harvest rate estimates when unifom migration rates are assumed. Harvest 

rate error distributions are described in detail for a single example, whiîe the expected 

effects over a range of alternative migration dyniimics and fishery temporal/spatial 

characteristics are described quaiîtatively. 



BOX MODU REPRESENTATION OF A GAUNTLET SALMON FlSHERY 

BOX MODEL NOTATION 

The notation presented here is a simplified version of Starr and Hilbom (1988) 

and Cave and Gazey (1994). but describes the same process. Box models are used to 

represent salmon abundance in space and time, and partition catch and escapement for 

individual fisheries to calculate harvest rates. As Starr and Hilborn (1988) descnbed, this 

is accomplished using the relationships: 

where N (abundance), C (fishery catch) and E (escapement) are divided i n t ~  discrete units 

by t (tirne) and I (location), and h is the harvest rate. Additionai subscripts may be used 

to descnbe the stock or approach route, but these were not relevant to this study. 

Temporal and spatial units are chosen so that the mean migration distance in one time 

unit corresponds to one spatial unit (a fuhery may contain multiple spatial units). The 

fish in one unit of space and time rnay be visuaiized as one boxcar of a train, which 

consists of a series of distinct boxcars progressing dong the migration route, hence the 

term boxcar model. The units usuaiiy represent some trade-off between temporal 

resolution requirements and the estimation enor that is ükely to arke from emrs in catch 

rcpoaing and escapement partitioning- The model used was iterated on a daüy time step, 



so that multiple-day openings in multiple-spatial unit fishenes couid be modelled, and the 

effects of calculating hiuvest rates over a range of summation intervals could be explored. 

During the fishing season, salmon migrate in a fairly consistent pattern toward 

their natal streams, and harvesting at one location affects the abundance available for 

harvesting in subsequent fisheries dong the migration route. For two adjacent fisheries (i  

= 1 and i = 2) located at 1 and 1 + L, with sequential openings at f and t + I ,  respectively, 

the catch in the first fishery is Cr,/ = hiNt*l. The catch in the second fishery, which occurs 

during the next time step, is C'+~J+~ = h2Nf+I.i,i . and because of migration, Nt+I.l+I = 

1-hl)- 

In the case of a fishery with a duration greater than one day, it is useful to 

dishguish between the total fishery harvest rate h, and the elementd exploitation rate, u, 

adopted fkom Cave md Gazey (1994). Using the elemental exploitation rate is equivalent 

to an exponentiai mode1 of harvest with an instantaneous fishing mortality rate (F) 

applied for 24 houn (u = exp(24F)). Cave and Gazey (1994) used a slightly more 

complicated version of u to account for fish movement during a fishery, but this added 

complication was not included (it will become apparent ihat the magnitude of harvest rate 

estimation emrs due to migration dynamics is iïkely very large ~lat ive to the error 

potentiaüy inuoduced by the different definitions of K). A fishery on two spatial units (1.1 

+ 1) with an elemental exploitation rate u for a duration of two days, affects three boxcars 

of fish. On the first day, two boxcan are harvested at u. Un the second &y, one of these 

boxcars moves out of the fishery (hm I + 1 to 1 + 2), and another previously unexposed 



boxcar moves into the fishery (fmm 1 - 1 to 0, and is harvested nt u; the boxcar that 

remained in the fishery (moves from 1 to 1 + 1) is harvested at u a second time, so that the 

total harvest rate on this boxcar is u + u(1-u). Assuming that fish do not mix between 

boxcan, the three boxcm before the fishery, Nt,ci , NLr , NLr+i . are observed three days 

later as N+3.1+? . N+3.1+3 &3.1+4 . whe= Nfi3.w = ( 1 - u)N,1-1 , N+3,1+3 = ( 1 - (u+u( W))ffr.r 

. and Nt+3,w =(1 - u)N,,~+~ , and the total harvest rate, h, for this fishery cm be cdculated: 

Fisheries pre-season planning models are iterated forward in time in this m m e r  

(using historical harvest rate estimates) to game alternative fishery opening scenarios. 

The post-season run-reconstruction rnodels are iterated backward in time after dl 

fishenes have occurred, and are used to estimate stock and fishery characteristics 

including harvest rates, migratory timing, migration routes and stock composition in 

mixed-stock fisheries. 

Post-season estimation of harvest rates is important for the effective management 

of most salmon fisheries. Attainment of catch and escapement objectives can be 

extremely m~uit and compiicated especially in mixeci-stock fisheries with muitipIe user 

groups (e.g. Woodey 1987). The harvest rate estimates from previous y e m  are required 

d to anticipate harvest rates for future fishery openings under consideration. Harvest rates 



are dso used to estimate the proportion of fish using different migration routes as detailed 

in chapter (3). In this chapter, 1 am primarily interested in exploring the enon in the 

estimated harvest rate, h' , for particuiar fishenes relative to the actual harvest rate, h. To 

invoke harvest rates in pre-season planning rnodels as  described above, it might be more 

useful to calculate the elemental harvest rate, u, from h, huwever, errors in h have a 

simple direct interpretation and remain the focus of this chapter. 

Harvest rates are calculated from equation (2.L). Catch is genenlly measwed 

fairly well from landings or observations of hailed vessels. Escapement is usuaily 

measured in-river and is much more uncertain than catch. Assuming for the moment that 

escapement data are known at a boxcar resolution in space and tirne, then given the total 

catch from a fishery C, = LCtqr (the sum of the catch across ail temporal and spatial units 

for fishery i). and the total escapement E, = (the sum of dl fish exposed to fishery i, 

but not caught), the harvest rate for each fishery i is calculated: hi = Ci I (Ci + Ei)* This 

calculation can be complicated for an acnial fishery (see Cave and Gazey L994), 

particularly if individual boxcars are exposed to more than one fishery during the same 

opening (i.e. if fisheries are spatially close together and the opening is long enough for 

fish to migrate out of one fishery into the adjacent one). Since boxcars may be exposed to 

multiple fisheries (whether or not they overlap in time), the nui must be reconstructed in 

reverse temporal order h m  t = T to r = L , such that for di t: Etel = E,i~ki + Cr+,, l+i (Le. 

the migratory timing distribution at time t = 1 (prior to any fisheries) is recreated by 

simulating the migration backward in tirne fiom the river at t = T, and adding the catch 

h m  al l  fishenes back onto the escapement timing disuibution at the appropriate points 



in time and space). In the multiple fishery case, complications arise if Ci, must be 

partitioned by boxcar and temporal unit, but for the simulations descnbed here, this is not 

required. In some cases, it is useful to define the harvest rate over a timelspace interval 

that exceeds the fishery interval (e.g. if catch and escapement data cannot be resolved at 

the same resolution) and this is simply accomplished by expanding to include 

additional boxcars not exposed to the fishery. 

Depending on the migration characteristics of particulas stocks, and the 

escapement monitoring prognm, there are two diffe~nt mn-reconstruction methods that 

are used to estimate harvest rates after a fishing season. Both methods rely on equation 

(2.1) as descnbed above. but they differ in the caiculation of Et,r. The fiat method. 

refemd to here as backward-itented, requires high t,-mporal resolution escapement 

observations, such as the daily hydroacoustic surveys conducted in the Fraser River near 

Mission. With these observations, escapement c m  be 'backed out' from Mission through 

the various Tishenes, and catch can be added back ont0 the nui at the appropriate points in 

the and space, recreating the initial migratory timing curve as it appeared before fishery 

exploitation. The second approach, referred to here as forward-itented (PSC 1995), is 

used when escapement observations are not available at a high resolution (e-g. a single 

abundance estimate from spawaing bed counts), or when migration rates are known to be 

inconsistent (e.g. late-nui Fraser stocks usuaUy reside in the Strait of Georpia for 3-5 

weeks before migrating through the escapement monitoring site). In this case, it is 

assumed that the migratory timing distribution prior to the fishery is a normal 

distribution. The fishery is then umulated forward in time, as though it was being used 



for pre-season planning. Fish are removed from this normal distribution according to the 

actual fishery schedule and harvest rates calculated from previous years, and a f ia l  

escapement timing distribution is simulated. The daily abundance of the simulated 

escapement distribution is then unifomily scaled so that the total abundance equals the 

totai observed escapement for the year. This scaled distribution is then assumed to be 

representative of the actual escapement timing distribution at the fishery. The run is 

reconsuucted by itenting this estimated escapement timing curve backward in time and 

adding the fishery catch back in at the appropnate urnes and locations as in the fint 

method, 

VIOLATION OF THE ORDER OF MOVEMENTASSUMPTION 

In boxcar models, it is usudly assumed that al1 fish from a particular stock 

maintain their position in the mn relative to the other fish (and that the migration rate is 

constant or varies in a known way). If this order of movement assurnption is reaüzed, 

then the shape of the migratory timing distribution is conserved, and the harvest rate for a 

particular fishery can be calculated perfectiy h m  the escapement timing distribution 

observed at any subsequent location dong the migration route (fïg. 2.1A). In this case, 

the f i h  abundance in each boxcar remûins constant with tirne, except for when the fishery 

%mes a hole' in the nui. At the escapement monitoring site, the fishery 'hole' is 

obsenred exactly as it wodd have been observed at the fishery. So during backward- 

iterated ru-reconstruction, the escapement timing disaibution is backed up to the fishery 



accordmg to the estimated migration rate, and the hole is fded in to reproduce the 

original migratory timing distribution p ~ o r  to the fishery. 

Unfortunately, observations suggest that there is substantial variability in 

migration rates within stocks. If individual salmon exhibit randorn, independent 

variations in migration rates (due to swimming speed and orientation differences), then 

there will be a continuous difhsive rnixing of individuals dong the migration route. If a 

boxcar structure is imposed on these escapement observations, and harvest rates are 

estimated with backward-iterated un-reconstruction under the order of movement 

assumption, then this diffusion results in a tendency to underestimate harvest rates (fig. 

2.1B) and this has been observed in actual fisheries (PSC 1995). Each fishery cames a 

hole in the migratory timing distribution, and with time, the hole partially f d s  with fish 

from adjacent boxcars. When the run is reconstnicted post-season, catch is added back 

onto an escapement timing distribution that is smoothed out relative to the acnial 

escapement distribution that was present at the fishery. The escapement that was 

estimated to have occurred during the fishery is overestimated, and results in 

underestimation of the harvest rate, 

In addition to diffusive processes, there seem to be substantial migration rate 

variations that covary among large groups of individuals. Salmon migratory timing 

distributions are genedy  observed to be polyrnodal when observed on a fine t h e  scaie, 

with abundance peaks and troughs of one to several days duration. The irreguIarity of 

these timing curves cannot be easily explallied by rneasurement enors, or fishery ef5ects 



on the timing distribution. Diffusion would tend to smooth out this polymodal structure, 

so there must be additional processes at work. The observed peaks and troughs are 

probably the result of independent fish responses to fairly large scale. dynamic 

oceanopphic feahues (e.g. frontal systems or surface currents). These features probably 

cause spatial aggregation as rnany fish experience sirnilar conditions and exhibit similar 

migration delay responses. These migration delays are common at river mouths, but 

since polyrnodai timing distributions are also observed in coastal areas. it suggests that 

migration delays dso occur in the ocean. If diffusion and aggregation processes occur, 

then reconstructed harvest rates could be severely overestimated or underestimated 

depending on the particular pattern of migration rate variabiiity that the run experienced 

(fig. 2. LC). 

~PRESENTING STUCHASTIC MIGRATlON RATE VARIABIUTY WiTH A MODIFIED BOXCAR MODEL 

The Monte Carlo fishery simulations (described below) required a numericaliy 

efficient means of describing independent and CO-varying saIrnon migration rate 

variability and this was achieved with a rnodified boxcar model. The vaditional boxcar 

mode1 requires that a spatial unit is equai in Ieagth to the distance a salmon migrates in 

one unit of time. To sirnulate non-uniform migration rates, the fish in a given boxcar 

were subdivided Uito proportions that rnigraied 0.1, and 2 boxcars per timestep. and these 

proportions varied in space and tirne. 



independent migration rate variabüity was implemented as a constant proportion 

of fish mignting O and 2 boxcars, defined as the diffusion rate, M, (O 5 M I 1). During 

one timestep of the mode1 with a 20% diffusion rate (M = 0.2). 10% of the fish in a 

boxcar do not move, 80% migrate forward one boxcar, and 10% migrate forward two 

boxcars. The actual migration rate distribution that results is a function of the diffusion 

rate, boxcar length and timestep. 

Migration rates that co-vary among individuals were implemented by adding 

migration delays at random locations in time and space. The delays were independent 

and randomly distributed, so some boxcm could be affected by multiple delays that 

overlapped in time and space resulting in compounded delays. In the boxcar model, 

delays are described by a migration rate reduction factor, B, (O < B S 1) relative to the 

mean migration rate. On any given timestep, most boxcars are not affected by delays ( B  = 

l), while B < 1 causes fish to aggregate in certain areas, and thin out in adjacent areas 

forward of the migration blockage. 

With unifonn migration dynamics, the number of fish moving h m  one boxcar to 

the next is calculated Nr+I.l+l = Nr,l . With n o n - d o m  dynamics, if we assume for the 

sake of example that at time t, NL1 is the only boxcar with any fish in it, then: 

NW1.f = pdr.1 t 

N~+l.i*l = p l K i  t 

NW*2 = p2Nl 



where ph pl, and pz are the proportion of fish that migrate O, 1 and 2 boxes respectively 

@O + pl + pz = 1; each of po, pl, pi  2 O). These proportions are dependent upon M and 

B: 

This representation of migration rates ensures that: 1) provided that B > O and M > 0, 

there are always some fish mignting 2 boxcar Iengths, and 2) the mean migration rate is 

reduced by the intended factor B, regardiess of M. However, this representation of 

migration rate variation is only an approximation of what would be observed if 

individuais were distributed in continuous space and experienced migration rate 

variations accordiag to a continuous frequency distribution. This boxcar representation 

pruduced results that were very similar to an individual-based model with continuous 

spatial structure and continuous migration rate distributions (with mean and variance 

comparable with the boxcar rate frequency distribution dictated by M) for the fish and 

fishery dynamics examined in example (2.1). 

In the Monte Car10 simulations described below, fkhery harvesting is included in 

the model as a discrete time process as in the simpler model with uniform migration 



dynamics. So harvest rates are only dependent upon abundance in fishery m a s  at the end 

of the migration step, not migration rates during the time step. 

REPRESENTWG FRASER RIVER SOCKEYE SALMON COASTAL MIGRATION DYNAMICS 
WITH A MODIFlED BOXCAR MODEL 

To examine the potentiai impact of non-uniform saimon migration dynamics on 

harvest rate estimates, it was necessuy to qumtify the migration rate variability that 

exists, and implement this variability in the modified boxcar mode1 presented above. 

Fraser River sockeye saimon were selected for this snidy because chapten (3) and (4) 

focus on this system, and there is a lot of data available h m  fisheries and tagging 

studies. These observations suggest that there is considerable migration rate variability, 

but were not sufficient to define a unique stochastic migration dynamics scenario. 

Mark and recapture snidies in the costal approaches to the Fraser River describe 

individual migration rates on a scde relevant to fishery management. Verhwven and 

Dandon (1962) (VD) provide deiails of several marine tagging studies carried out 

betweea 1938-48; results of two typical studies are mentioned here. The mean migration 

rate for sockeye tagged in Iohnstone Saait and recovered at the mouth and lower =aches 

of the Fraser River (approximtely 260 km) was 24 I 13 km-d-' (SD), from 

approximately 200 recoveries (estimated h m  VD fig. 10, Mouth of Fraser and North 

Am). Variabiiity in migration rates within and among years was demonstrated by fish 



tagged at Sooke and recovered at the mouth of the Fraser River (approximately 170 km), 

estimated from VD Table 17. The mean migration rate for fish tagged in Iuly (193841) 

was 22 km-dm' (242 recoveries), while the mean rate for fish tagged in August during the 

same years was 15 k m d '  (229 recovenes). Annual migration rates for July ranged h m  

15 - 26 km-d" (57 and 80 tag recovenes respectively), while August rates ranged from 9 - 

24 km-d" (5 1 and 46 tag recoveries respectively). This clearly demonstrates that there is 

considerable migration rate variability among individu&, and within and among years, 

unfonunately these studies did not distinguish variability among stocks. 

An alternative method of estimating mean migration rates is biised on migntory 

timing distributions. The mean migration raie of a stock cm be estirnated by calculating 

the mean of the migratory timing distribution observed at differeni locations, and dividing 

the distance between locations by the difference in mean timing. In practice, the 

displacement of a distinct chancteristic of the timing distribution (either a sharp peak or 

deep trough) may be easier to identify than the distribution mean, because tails of the run 

are often pwrly described. Fraser sockeye coastal migration rate estimates used by the 

Pacific Salmon Commission in their forward simulation models are 40-55 krnad-', with 

late-summer stocks delaying off the river mouth for a pend of days to weeks (inferred 

hm Cave and Gazey (1994) Table 3). The exact years and methods used to generate 

these estimates have not been reporte& but given enough observations, this approach 

should provide a reasonable estimate of mean migntion rates, even with relatively coarse 

abmdance e s h t e s  such as test fishery catch per unit effort. 



Mem migration rates estimated h m  migratory timing distnbucions are likely 

more accurate than the mark and recapture studies because the latter are affected by 

several potential emrs. Verhoeven and Davidoff ( 1962) provide a comprehensive list of 

tagging study problems. including: 1) tags recovered in fishenes may not always be 

reported immediately, 2) laie-summer stocks tend to delay in the Strait of Georgia before 

migrating into the Fraser River, 3) the act of tagging may disorient or otherwise delay the 

fish, and 4) dates of tag recovery are restricted to fishery openings. The fint three of 

these erroa would result in underestimation of migration rates. Conveaely, it is not clear 

how migratory timing distribution displacement could consistentiy overestimate 

migration ntes by a factor of iwo. 

The distribution of migration rates observed from mark and recapture studies 

indicated bat there is considerable variability in migration rates among individuals; 

however, given that the mean migration rate seems to be underestimated, it is impossible 

to know how well the variance of the distribution is represented. The tagging studies 

indicated that the fastest sustained migration rate observed was about 90 km&'. This rate 

is very close to the fastest sustained swimming speeds observed by ultrasonic telemetry 

studies of sockeye in this =@on (Quion L988). although the telemetry studies would only 

be representative of migration rates if orientation was nearly perfect. On this basis, a 

boxcar length of 45 km (base migration rate 45 km-d-') was selected for the khery 

model. Thus fish migrahg two boxcars per timestep (when M > O) attain the maximum 

rate of 90 km-d*' . 



The frequency and intensity of CO-varying migration rate changes c m o t  be 

measured dinctly from the available data, but the polymodal structure of Fraser sockeye 

migratory timing distributions can be used to define consuallits to which valid migration 

scenarios rnust adhere. This was accomplished by comparing each actual timing 

distribution (reconstructed through ail fisheries) to a normal disuibution with the sarne 

mean and variance (fig. 2.2). Two indices were developed to characterize the deviations 

from normality: 1) the Number of Anomaiy Stanzas (NAS) in which the absolute value of 

the difference between the observed and nomai distributions on at least one day was 

A95 of the total run size, (a stama consists of al1 consecutive days in which the observed 

deviations are either al1 positive, or di negative), and 2) the Surnmed Absolute Values 

(SAV) of the anomalies across the entire distribution. NAS and SAV from 6 backward- 

iterated reconstructions from 1993, and 33 forward-iterated reconstructions from 1992-94 

(provided by James Cave, Pacific Salmon Commission, 600 - 1155 Robson St., 

Vancouver, B.C., Canada) show a range of timing anomaiy characteristics (fig. 2.3). The 

migratory timing anomaly structure is potentialiy dependent upon the fishery harvesting 

paneni, so migration scenarios were defmed such that the NAV and SAV distributions of 

bacbard-iterated reconstructed nuis approximated the observed runs in the absence of 

fisheries, or with three equaily-spaced high harvest rate fisheries as defined in example 

(2.1) below. If forward-iterated reconsmtctioiis were used to &fine migration dynamics, 

the Monte Carlo simulations woutd have to approximate the complexity of the Fraser 

River fishery. Hence the validity of migration dyaamics scenarios was assessed only on 

the basis of backward-iterated reconstructions, while forward-iterated reconstructions are 



included in fig. 2.3 because they were avaüable for more years and stocks, and suggest 

that 1993 was not unusual. The standard deviations of the backward-iterated timing 

distributions ranged from 6.5 - 9 d, with a mean of 7.8 d. 

Ail of these observations of salmon migration rate variability were not sufîicient 

to define a unique saIrnon migration dynamics scenario for the Monte Carlo simulations. 

However, on the basis of these data 1 defined some criteria for migration rates and 

migratory timing distributions that plausible migration dynamics scenarios should 

reproduce: 

1) reconstructed migratory timing distribution standard deviation 7.0 - 8.5 d, 

2) standard deviation of individuai migration mes (260 km interval): 4 2  km-d", 

3) mean migration rate 38-42 km+&', 

4) maximum migration rate 90 km-d*' , 

5) NAS: 3 - 11, 
6) SAV: 30 - 90 %. 

It may be argued that some of these criteria are excessively restrictive and do not d o w  

for extreme events. but these constraints do admit a considerable range of migration 

dynamics scenarios. The two sources of migration rate variation are not directly 

constrained by these criteria, so there is a compromise in the relationship between 

dinusion rates and migration delays, such t b t  these criteria can be satisfied in Merent 

ways. To increase the diffusion rate and sti l l  maintah consistency with SAV and NAS 



critena, the frequency andlor intensity of migration delays can be increased or migration 

delays cm be invoked closer to the escapement monitoring site. An upper bound on the 

magnitude of these processes is ody realized indirectiy because of constraints on the 

other criteria. 

The following migration dynamics scenario defined for the Monte Car10 

simulations is oniy one that c m  be justified from the available data. The baseline 

scenario consists of a 20% diffusion rate (M = 0.2), and total migration delays resulting in 

a mean migration rate of 90% of the mean migration rate that would be observed in the 

absence of delays (40 instead of 45 km-&', mean over >100 simulated mns). These 

migration delays were randornly distnbuted in the 400 km region immediately preceding 

the escapement monitoring site. Delays (magnitude randomly dnwn from a uniform 

distribution B - U[0.2,0.8]) of 1-3 days duntion, were introduced to the simulated run at 

random times (probability of a delay event = 0.4 / day, maximum of 5 simultaneous 

events), and affected areas of width 45-90 km. Two additional migration delay scenarios 

were tested in which the mean migration rate was decreased to 0.85 (38 km-&') and 

increased io 0.95 (42 km-de'). The distribution of migration rates from the Johnstone 

Suait tagging study is compared with simulated distributions resulting h m  the three 

migration delay scenarios of 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95 in fig. 2.4. This cornparison illustrates 

how the migration dyn;tmics scenarios tramlate into individual migration rate variability 

over a fmed distance (260 km). The simuiated rates are 14 - 18 km-6' fater than the 

observed rates, whiie the variance is somewhat lower. 



MONTE CARLO SIMUmONS OF FRASER SOCKEYE FISHERIES 

Monte Carlo simulations were used to genemte a mode1 of the harvest rate 

estimate e m r  structure thai can be expected for a specific fishery (example (2.1)). given 

the migration dynamics defined above. The process consisted oE 1) simulating fish 

migration through the fishery, 2) recording the simulated catch and escapement data in a 

manner comparable with actual fishenes, 3) using rwi-reconstruction to estirnate the 

harvest rates, and 4) cornparhg the known simulation harvest rates with the estimated 

harvest rates. A brief quditative description of how the enor structure of example (2.1) 

changed with different migration dynamics and different fishery chmctenstics is 

provided . 

The fishery in example (2.1) approximately corresponds to a Juan de Fuca Strait 

(Canadian statistical Area 20) sockeye purse seine fishery. The fisheries were of one day 

duration, spatial length 135 km (3 boxcars), with a proximal border 180 km from the 

escapement monitoring site. Each nin was exposed to diRe fishery openings, scheduled 

approximately 7 days before the peak of the run, at the peak, and 7 days after the peak. 

Harvest rates were defmed over the exact fishery interval (i.e. catch divided by the 

number of fÏsh exposed to the fishery). A total of 1000 salrnon mns were simulated 

(3000 fishery openings). One hundred runs were simuiated for each harvest rate value 

between 0.05 - 0.95 in intervais of 0.1. resuiting in 300 harvest rate estimates for each 



known harvest rate. For the estimation of harvest rates, it was assumed that catch. total 

escapement, and the mean migration rate were measad without error. Therefore, the 

hmest rate estimation erroa were inuoduced solely from the stochastic migration 

dynamics. 

The Monte Cuio simulation results indicate that violations of the order of 

rnovement assumption result in substantial harvest rate estimation emr, with a clear 

underestimation bias at high harvest ntes (fig. 2.5). At low harvest rates, the e m r  

distribution is positively skewed, at intemediate harvest rates the distribution is fairly 

symmeuicai and at high harvest rates the error distribution is negatively skewed. 

Forward-iterated run-reconstruction resulted in similar harvest rate e m r  distributions, 

though slightly more biased and less precise than the backward-iterated reconstnictions. 

Because of the similarity, results for the backward-iterated method are ernphasized for 

clarity. 

The beta distribution approximates the shape of the simulated harvest rate error 

distributions very well, as it cm accommodate positive and negative skew, and is defmed 

over the domain [O, 11. For any fishery with an actual harvest rate of h, the reconstructed 

harvest rates, h' , are approximately distributed: 



where a and B are related to the rnean (h' ) and variance (s') of the error distriiution: 

The reconstructed harvest rate b i s ,  Ah is equd to the ciifference between the mean 

- 
estimated and actual harvest rate (M = h' - h). The beta distribution approximated the 

Monte Car10 simulation results over a range of harvest rates so weii that other probability 

distributions were not considered (a plot compariag the harvest rate error distributions 

with the best fit beta distribution was not included because the cuves were esseatidiy 

identicai). The quality of the fit is perhaps not surprishg when one considers the 

stnicturr of the fishery simulation m m .  Since catch data was assumed to be error b, 

the harvest rate error distribution is only dependent on the reconstructed escapement 

distribution. As fish h m  Ei migrate toward the escapement monitoring site, they diffuse 

and experience random delays that produce enoa in E:. These erroa result in 

E,! estirnates that are appmximately l o g - n o d y  distniuted. When h: is calcdated 



h,!= C, I (C, + E,'), and Et'- LogNormiil(), then it is a nasonable approximation that 

h,'- Beta() . 

A general model for the harvest rate error distribution observed for example (2.1) 

is provided by equation (2.3), where a and fi were estimated by a least squares fit to al1 

error disuibutions (excluding h = 0.05, which was a consistently poor fit): 

h' - Beta(a, B ), 
(2.3) a = 17.7, 

p = 208 exp(4.75 Ih) + 4.1 3. 

This general relationship describes most of the emr  distributions well (fig. 2.6), with the 

exception of the very low harvest rates, which were problematic in al1 the models 

considered. A more complicated, better fitting model describing the a and parameten 

could easily be developed, but equation (2.3) describes the essentid bias and error 

variance features weiI enough to be useful as a likelihood function. The fitting erron 

couid ody be reduced a trivial amount relative to the uncertainty that exists due to the 

plausibility of alternative migration dynûmics scenarios. The low barvest rate fishenes 

are not a big concem in this chapter or chapter (3). so the poor fit of the generallleed 

mode1 to the Iow harvest rates is ignored. 

Equation (2.3) describes the distribution of haivest rate estimates h' , which may 

be expected for a known harvest rate h, however in practice. h is unknown. and the red 



problem is describing the uncenainty in h associated with the estimate, h'. Pmvided 

that relationship (2.3) is defmed, this cm be achieved in a Bayesian framework (e-g. 

Gehan et al. 1995): 

L(datal parameters) x Po( parameters) 
(2.4) P( parametersl data ) = 

L(datal al1 parameters) x P,(all parameters) ' 

where the posterior probability, PO, for a particulv parameter combination given the 

data, is equal to the product of the likelihood, L(), of observing the data given the 

panmeters, and the pnor probability, Po(), of the parameters, nomalized by dividing by 

the probability of observing the data sumrned over al1 parameter combinations 

conside~d. In this case, the only parameter to be estimated is h, and the data consists of a 

single observation, h' . Assuming that al1 values of h an initially equaily iikely (uniform 

prior probability Po(h) - U[O, 11)' equation (2.4) is reduced to: 

(2.5) P( hl h') = 
L(h1 h )  

where, the Lkelihood of observing h', u h l h ) ,  is caicuiated h m  equation (2.3). The 

denominator of equation (2.4) is the sum of the iikelihood of observing h' over a l l  h (a 

grid of h in j intervals). The posterior probability distributions for h for example (2.1) are 

shown in fig. 2.7. The posteriors demonstrate that with perfect knowledge of the enor 

distributions, the highest uncertainty in h is observed at intermediate values of h' . 



HARVEST RATE ERROR DISTRiBI/TION DEPENDENCE ON MIGRATION DYNAMICS AND FISHERY 
CHARttmERImCs 

Example (2.1) provides a detailed description of the harvest rate error structure 

that can be expected under very specific conditions. For these error structures to be 

applied to an actud fishery, it would be useful to know how the distributions depend on 

the fish migration dynamics assumptions, and the temporal and spatial characteristics of 

the fishery. Ideally, it would have been useful to expand the generalized mode1 of 

equation (2.3) to descnbe enor distributions as a result of di of these characteristics, but 

there are too muiy dimensions to justi& doing this. instead, I only descnbe how the b i s  

and ermr variance change when individual characteristics ;tre perturbed away from the 

baseline conditions of example (2.1). 

The simulations suggested that the hiirvest rate error distributions follow the s m e  

general fom as example (2.1). regardless of the specific details. The errors dways follow 

a ka-disuibution and differ phariiy in the magnitude of the bias and error variance as 

described quditalively in Table 2.1 (for fishenes with u = 0.85). The emrs follow 

patterns that are întuitively consistent Since harvest rate errors arise as a coasequence of 

errors in partitionhg escapement, factors that increase the magnitude of escapement 

erron (relative to catch) Uicrease the magnitude of harvest rate errors. Violation of the 

order of movement assumption produces escapement e m  as fish exposed to the fishery 

migrate out of the exposed boxcars, or as fish not exposed to the tishery migrate into the 



exposed boxcars. increased fquency/iitensity of migration delays and higher diffusion 

rates resuit in larger violations to the order of movement assumption and larger erron in 

escapement partitioning. Similarly. increasing the distance between the fshery and the 

escapement monitoring site dlows more time for the variable migration dynamics to 

operate, and increases the erron in escapement partitioning. Convenely, increasing the 

spatial area and duntion of a fishery tends to decrease the harvest rate erron because the 

magnitude of escapement errors relative to catch is decreased. This &ses because larger 

fishenes (greater area or duration) affect more boxcars, and movements between boxcars 

within the summation interval do not affect the final summed escapement. Only 

movements into and out of the terminal fishery boxcars affect the summed escapement. 

If a greater number of boxcars are included in the summation intervd, the terminai boxcar 

movement violations, which produce errors, account for a smalIer proportion of the total 

calcuiated escapement. In the extreme case, if the fishery affects the whole nui, then 

violations to the order of movement assumption are irrelevant because the surnrned 

escapement is correct (even if escapement in the individual boxcars cannot be properly 

partitioned). This also explains why the harvest rate bias decreases if the cdculation 

interval is redefined to include boxcars that were not exposed to the fshery. In the 

scenario defmed in example ( 2 4 ,  the harvest rate estimation bias is essentidy 

elimlliated by simply expmding the summation interval h m  the 3 boxcar fishery width 

to 7 boxcars (although the error variance remaimi substantial). 



The objectives of this chapter were to &fine plausible stochastic saimon 

migration dynamics scenarios, and describe how harvest rate estimates are affected by 

violations of the order of movement assumption. The fiat objective was successful in 

that criteria were identified to constrain the range of plausible migration dynamics 

scenarios. However, within the constnints identified, there still remains considerable 

latitude for alternative scenarios. The second objective was successful in descnbing the 

generai form for harvest rate estimation errors under a range of conditions, but specific 

descriptions were limited by the description of migration dynamics. These results 

provided the methods for generating harvest rate Iikelihood functions that are required for 

die estimation of migration routes as described in chapter 3, while additionai implications 

for fishenes management are examined in this section. 

The variance of the simdated harvest rate error distributions for the baseline 

migration dynarnics defined may seem high (fig. 2.6), and there are several reasons why 

these emrs might be oveatated. Since there is presently not enough information to 

ackquately describe the migration dynamics scenario, it is possible that the variability is 

exaggerated. There is evidence suggesting that the estimation bias of high harvest rate 

fisheries does occur (PSC 1995), however there are problems with the quantification of 

this bias in the Fraser River system because hmest rate estimates are confounded with 

migration route estimates (see chapter 3). The ability of managers to make subjective 

adjustments during m-reconstruction rnay &O reduce the expected e m r  variance. e.g. It 



may be possible to constrain E: based on other fishenes targeting the same run in the 

same year. Fisheries in close temporal and spatial proximity will not be independent, and 

during run-reconsuuction, efforts are made to reconcile total catch and escapement 

observations, so higher overall exploitation rates should result in lower harvest rate enors 

for individual fisheries. Unfonunately, the simulations described here assumed that the 

fishenes were independent. However, it is conceivable that the harvest rate erroa could 

also be understated in the examples, hecause the migration dynamics could be more 

variable than the scenvio defined. and catch, escapement and mean migration nte erron 

were not considered in the simulations. 

Harvest rate uncertainty cm be attnbuted to several sources. Estimation erors 

anse from violations of the order of movement assumption, and other factors mentioned 

above. Actual harvest rate variability arises from variation in fishing effort and 

catchability, where catchability is dependent on behaviour (e.g. choice of migration rates, 

depths and routes). Harvest rate can be defined in different ways, and the definition c m  

affect the uncenainty (Le. a fixed elemental harvest rate u can produce different h values 

depending on the fishery duration and shape of the migratory timing distribution). 

Harvest rate defintions and methods of accounting for harvest rate uncertainty wiii differ 

depending on the panicular application. Re-season fishery planning models may require 

fme temporal resolution of harvest rates for the simulation of numerous smaii f~heries, 

while in-season stock assessrnent often depends on harvest rates expressed as a 

proportion of the totd run (e.g total rm size may be estimated b r n  the historical 



relationship between total mn size and the maximum weekly catch per unit effort, PSC 

1995). 

Forward simulation models used for pre-season fishery scheduling shouid idedly 

incorponte harvest rate uncertainty as an additionai factor for assessing aitemative plans. 

Simulations of alternative schedules with stochastic harvest rate variabiiity wouid help to 

identify the sensitivity of different fishing plans to this uncertainty. Fine temporal 

resolution harvest rate error distributions for the simulations cannot be well-defmed 

presently. However, the insight provided by this study, combined with histoncal 

estimates, should help to define distributions that are more memingful than point 

estimates. The precautionary approach would be to assume the most variable saIrnon 

migration dynamics that cm be justified from the observations and simulations. 

 the^ are two obvious avenues for additional research that could help define 

harvest rate error distributions. The fint would be to tq to improve the understanding of 

s a h o n  coastai migration dynamics through fied studies. This could involve new tagging 

studies, or detailed sampiing of temporal and spatiai distributions. The second avenue 

would be to examine the interdependence of harvest rates from different fisheries within 

years. Conceivabiy, the extra catch and escapement information generated within a year 

could provide substantial consuaints to individual haivest rate estimates. and this data 

might aiready provide substantial iimits to the harvest rate emrs that have been generated 

historicaiiy. such that the importance of migration dynamics knowledge rnight be 

oveatated in this study. 



Table 2.1. Qualitative summary of how the bias and error variance of harvest rate 

estimates (derived from backward-iterated run-reconstruction) are dependent on fish 

migration dynarnics and fishery characteristics. Each result represents Monte Carlo 

simulations of 150 fisheries with the indicated factors perturbed away fiom the basehe 

conditions of example (2.1). Bias and variance responses are indicated by increase (+) 

and decrease (-). Simulations describe a fishery with u = h = 0.85 (except in the case of 

the fishery duration change, where 0.8 c h c 0.9, and in the case of the boxcar summation 

interval change, where u = 0.85, and 0.35 c h < 0.55 depending on the interval). 

h ' h ' 
As . . . increases: underestimation error 

bias variance 

Frequenc y/intensi ty of 
migration delays 

Diffusion rate (M) 

fishing area distance from river 
mouth 

fishing area* 

fishing duration* 

number of boxcars in summation 
interval* 

* Note thrit changes in these factors a e c t  the number of boxcan over which the harvest 
rate is cdcufated, and the ternporaUspatia1 nature of fishing exposure, so the cornparison 
with the baseline scenario is not exactly a case of 'aU other things being equal'. 
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A) Uniform Migration Ram 

Fig. 2.1. Hypothetical salmon migratory timing disuibutions showing actud and 

reconstnicted run timing at a fishery under three salmon migration dynamics seenaios: 

A) uniform migration rates, B) consistent diffusion rates, and C) diffusion and stochastic 

migration delays. The holiow portion of the curves represents the escapement timing 

distribution and the shaded portions represent the fishery catch. The reconstnicted curve 

is generated under the 'order of movement' assurnption, such that the escapement timing 

distribution observed 200 km h m  the hhery is assumed to be identical to the 

escapement distribution at the fishery (except for a time shift comsponding to the 200 

km travei t h e  Ehat ij accounted for in the reconstruction). Obsexved (h) and 

reconsmcted ( h' ) harvest rates are indicated for each fishery. 



Fig. 2.2. Backward-iterated reconstructed migntory timing distribution from the 1993 

Honefly River sockeye run, showing deviations from a normal distribution with the same 

mean and variance. NAS is the Number of Anornaly S tanzas in which the abundance on 

at l es t  one day exceeds 1 % of the total run size (a stanza consists of a i l  consecutive days 

that the observed abundance is either all greater than or al l  less than the normal 

distribution). Positive anomalies are indicated by grey bars above the normal curve, and 

negative anomalies are indicated by white bars beneath the c w e ;  numbea indicate 

anomalies suficiently large to be counted. SAV is the Sumrned Absolute Value of ail the 

anomalies. NAS and SAV of this nui are shown relative to other m s  in fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.3. ~Mgntory timing mornaiy indices of reconstmcted Fraser River sockeye saimon 

runs (provided by James Cave, Pacific Saimon Commission). Solid squares represent 

indices for 1993 timing distributions reconstructed with the backward-iterated method; 

hoiiow squares indicate indices for forward-itented reconstructions from 1992-94. Lines 

connect the indices from the s m e  nin reconstructed with both methods. NAS is the 

Number of Anomaly Stanzas (a stanza consists of di consecutive days chat the observed 

abundance is either al1 greater than or dl less than the normal distribution) in which at 

Ieast one day exceeds 1 96 of the total run size. SAV is the Summed Absolute Value of 

aü the anomalies. The timing distribution of the 1993 Horsefly nui is shown in fig. 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.4. Cornparison of individuai migration rate distributions (over 260 km) from 

Johnstone Strait sockeye ragging studies (estimated h m  Verhoeven and Davidoff 

(1962)) and sirnulated migration dynamin scenarios with a difision rate of 0.2, and 

migration delays resulting in mean rate reductions of 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95 of the baseline 

migration rate. 
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Fig. 2.5. Error distributions of (backward-iterated) reconstructed hanrest mes produced 

by Monte Carlo simulations of a Juan de Fuca Strait (Canadian statisticd Area 20) purse 

seine fishery with stochastic salmon migration dynamics descnbed in example (2.1). 

Each panel shows the fiequency distribution of harvest rate estimates ( h') correspondhg 

to the known harvest rate (h) that is indicated by the soiid square at the base of each 

panel. HoUow squares at the base of each panel indicate the mean of each h' 

disuibution, The difference between the solid and hoiiow squares represents the harvest 

rate estimation b i s .  
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Fig. 2.6. Cornparison of harvest rate emr distributions (solid lines) produced by the 

Monte Carlo simulations of example (2.1). with distributions h m  the best fit iikelihood 

model, equation (2.3), overlaid (broken lines). Each panel represents the distributions 

that correspond to the actuai hnrvest rates. h, indicated by the soiid square at the base of 

each panel. 
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Fig. 2.7. Posterior probability distributions for hawest rates, h, (likeiihoods approximated 

by equation (2.3)) which correspond to harvest raies estimated by nui reconstruction, h', 

in example (2.1). Each panel shows the posterior for h given the estimated h'indicated 

by the hoiiow square at the base of each panel. The solid squares indicate the mean of the 

h posterior distribution. The Merence between the solid and hollow squares in each 

panel emphasizes the estimation bias that can be expected if h'is accepted as the best 

esiimate of h. 



CHAPTER 3: A BAYESIAN METHOD FOR EST~MATING HARVEST kWEs AMI 

MGRATION ROUTES IN THE FRASER RIVER SOCKEYE SALMON F'ISHERY 



Maturing sockeye satmon can r e m  to the Fraser River by migrating around 

either the no& or south end of Vancouver Island, and the estimation of approach route 

harvest rates and the proportion of fish using each route is complicated because 1) the 

combined escapement through the two fishenes is monitored in-river and cannot be 

directly partitioned by route of ongin, 2) there is likely considerable error in the 

escapement estimates, and 3) harvest rates probably vary with fishing effort. This chapter 

describes how a Bayesian framework can be used to quanti0 the relationships between 

harvest rates, fishing effort, and migration routes, such that these uncertainties are 

explicitly admitted and refiected in posterior probability distributions. A hypothetical 

example is w d  to iiiustrate the estimation process and the potential advantages and 

disadvantages of adoptiag this procedure are examined. 



Manuùig sockeye saimon cm retum fmm the Gulf of Alaska to the Fraser River 

either by migrating via the northem route amund Vancouver Island, through Queen 

Charlotte and Jobstone Straits, or via the southem route through Juan de Fuca Strait (fig. 

1.1). and the proportion of fish using each route varies considerably among years (fig. 

1.2). The estimation of harvest rates and migration routes is complicated in this system, 

and lhere has never been any formal estimation method published that explicitiy accounts 

for the major sources of emr. As a result, existing time series have been used in fisheries 

management and numerou snidies of salmon migration without much considention of 

the statistical properties of the estimates. 

Ideally, one could estimate migration routes knowing the harvest rates, or one 

couid estirnate hanrest rates knowing the migration routes. Since both are unknown, this 

joint mcertairity shouid be recognized. Estimation of migration routes and harvest rates 

involves cornbining catch and escapement data to reconstruct the abundance in each 

approach route that was present during the fishery. Commercial fishery catch data from 

these fisheries is believed to be fairly accurate, however. potentiaiiy serious problems 

affect the escapement data. There is considerable uncertainty in the escapement estimates 

because of the violation of migration dynamics assumptions that are required in the 

pmcess of nui-reconstruction (descrîbed in chapter 2). Furtfiermore, escapement is 

moaitored in the Fraser River after fkh h m  both approach routes have merged, and 

harvest rate and migration route estimation requires that the escapement be partitioned by 



the route of origin. Assuming that harvest rates remain fairly consistent over time, one 

can attempt to estimate hamest rates and migration routes by solving a system of 

simultaneous equations that combines data over a time series of fishenes with 

informative contrast. However, fishing effort also changes in both approach routes 

depending on fish abundance (and temporal and spatial fishery restrictions). and such an 

estimation scheme should also account for this variability. This chapter describes a 

Bayesian approach for estirnahg harvest rates and migration routes that fomally admits 

uncenainty from these processes. The resuiting postenor probability distributions for the 

panmeters provide an indication of the uncertainty associated with each estimate. The 

method is described in detail for a hypothetical example, and some options for 

implementation with real data are examined. 

The proposed method for estimating harvest mes and migration routing focusrs 

on the major commercial purse seine fishenes in the coastal approaches to the Fraser 

River. The notation used to describe these fishenes is adopted from the boxcar fishery 

mode1 detailcd in chapter (2). with a few modifications. In the Fraser River sockeye 

hhery, the relevant observations consist oE 

C = catch, 

E = escapement, and 

F = khing effort (measured in standardized units of purse seine equivalents), 



and a number of additional values can be calcuiated fiPm these data: 

N = C + ET the total abundance, 

d = diversion rate (proportion of fish migrating via the indicated approach route), 

ci = elemental (single boxcar daily) harvest rate, and 

h = the total harvest rate for a defined fishery intervai (h is dependent on u and the 

spatial characteristics of the fishery, the fishery duration, the shape of the migratory 

timing distribution, and the ternporai/spatial intervai of interest). These variables are 

indexed to distinguish positions in space and time with the following subscripts: 

n = nonhem approach mute (Queen Charlotte Strait and Johnstone Strait), 

s = southern approach route (Juan de Fuca Stmit), 

i = fishery opening number ( l to f ) ,  

Subscripts are sometirnes omitted to improve readability, and these variables describe 

general nlationships that are not specific to a fihery or approach route. 

To simplify notation for a particuiar fishery which may encompass multiple days, 

and multiple boxcar units, i replaces a su1~11nation interval over r (day) and 1 (location in 

boxcar units away from the river escapement monitoring site). A fishery opening in this 

chapter refers to simultaneous openings in both the northern and southern approach 

routes. The acnial timekpace summation intervai for i is defined over an interval that is 

large enough to encompass the boundaries of both approach route fishenes and thus 

includes some fish that were not actually exposed to harvesting. The total escapement 

associated with fkhery i, is designated En+si ( = Eai + Esi). Tn the followhg equations, 

parameters are distinguished from parameter estimates and observations by a prime (e.g. 



in example (3.1). arbitrariiy selected values of h.. En+sj are estimated by the vaiues 

designated h', Ei+, ). 

An additional term h., is used to represent the harvest rate cdculated for a 

pmicuiar fishery with demental harvest rate u, assuming that the migratory timing 

distribution is uniform (described in Example 3.1 below). When refemng to the 

proportion of fish mipting via each approach route in the Fraser system, it is customary 

to =fer to the nonhern diversion rate. d,,, where d,' = N, / (N, + N,) = 1 - d,. and may refer 

to the totai over the whole year, or a specifïc fishery. 

To simplify the readability of the likelihood functions, additional parameter 

vectors are introduced: 8, @, y, dong with the rnatrix Y descnbing ail the data. These are 

descnid in the overview beIow. 

PROBLEMS ASSOCMTED w r r ~  ESTIMATING HARVEST RATES AND MIGRATION ROC/TES IN A 

MWLîïPtE APPROACH FISHERY 

The observations avaiiable for a given fishery consist of the total catch in each 

area. the fishing effort (standardized across gear types), and the estimated escapement 

h m  both fisheries combined. The components of a single approach route fûhery i, are 

nilated by equation (2.1): Ni = Ci + Ei = Ci I hi . Expressing Ei in terms of catch and 

-est rate yields 
D 



and it is easy to solve for hi given C, and E,. In the Fraser River system, the= are two 

approach routes and two components of escapement E,, and EAi, however. only the 

combined escapemeni in-river is monitored, (= E,; + Esi). So the observed 

escapement from sirnultaneous fisheries in the northem and southern approach routes are 

related by: 

In this multiple approach case, estirnates of h,; and h,, are confounded by the requirement 

to partition such that for a single fishery i, there is no unique solution (i.e. 

c~utd be the result of a relatively ~ O W  ha,, and high hs,i9 d,,, or high h , ;  and IOW hs,i, dm,,). If 

hanrest rates were stationary over the, then this equation would yield a unique solution 

for bai and hSwi, provided that high resolution. error-fke data from multiple fisheries with 

informative contrast were available. However, harvest rate variability is introduced into 

the system in (at least) three important ways. Fit. harvest rates Vary with fshing effort. 

and vaiability in the number of boats and fishery areas and durations must be considered. 

Second, migratory timing dismiutions are polymodal, and even though a precise 

relationship between hwest rates and fleet sires could exist, the coarse resolution 

definitions required to examine north and south fisheries simultaneously inuoduces e m r  

into this relationship, as fish not exposed to hanresting must be incorporated into the 

cdculation. So for the harvest rate dennitions required. there is considerable noise 

around the relationship between fleet size and effort. Third, the= arr potentially large 



erron in the measured escapement, EL,, due to the separation of the fishery and the 

escapement monitoring site. Reconstruction of the run in space and time is required to 

aiign the escapement with the corresponding catch for a fishery. Since salmon migration 

dynamics are poorly undeatood. assumptions during this reconstruction pmcess 

potentialiy introduce substantial e m a  as described in chapter (2). This chapter descnbes 

my attempt to develop a method for estimating harvest rates and diversion rates within a 

framework that accounts for these sources of uncertainty. 

The approach presented here attempts to account for three major sources of 

uncertainty that exist in this system, and it wiil become apparent that the level of 

complication may not be justifiable in terms of irnproved estimation accuracy or ease of 

interpreting nsults. Possible directions for sirnpiification are suggested in the discussion. 

The interdependence of the quantities of interest is such that the problem cm be defined 

in different ways, and the approach presented here is the most intuitively easy to follow in 

my opinion. 

Assuming that salmon migration rate variabiiity can be adequately constrained, 

the process of estirnating harvest rates and migration routes amounts to defining a mode1 

that descn'bes the system interactions, and c o m p a ~ g  the relative credibility of the 

possible mode1 parameter combinations given the observations. Bayes' theorern 

(equatioa (2.4)) provides a framework for accomplishiog this cornparison such that the 



relative credibility of the panmeter values are refîected by posterior probability 

distributions. 

The Likelihood calculation for this system is broken down into a couple steps and 

some additional notation is introduced to aggregate data and parameters in an attempt to 

irnprove readability. The data from each fishery, Y, consists of the catch, Csi, and 

effort, Fn,i, F,,, from each approach route, and the reconstructed escapement E,',,,, 

corresponding to both approach routes combined (catch and effort are assumed to be 

measured without error, e.g. C:., = Cs., ). Greek letters are used to distinguish between 

groups of celated parameters, y, 0. and $. The migration dynamics parameters are dl 

grouped into y and are assumed to be known for the cdculations presented in this 

chapter. y contains the factors that affect harvest rate estimation errors in a single 

approach fishery as described in chapter (3, including: diffusion rates, probabitity of 

experiencing a migration delay, and the locatiodintensity of migration delays. wiii be 

omitted in most subsequent equations, but remah implicit as the underlying conditions 

upon which a i l  the probability density functions are based. In reality, yr is poorly 

quantified and presently requires considerable subjective judgernent as indicated in 

chapter (2). 0 iacludes the parameters that are assumed to be independent among 

khenes: N and da. N is treated as a nuisance parameter because it is not directly of 

interest here (although it is of interest for in-season stock assessment). + quantifies the 

relationship between effort and harvest rates that is required to calculate expected harvest 



rates for a range of fleet sues, and fishery spatidtemporal charactenstics. 9 is assumed to 

be stable among fisheries, and consists of 4 parameters in example (3.1). 

With this notation, the postenor probability (equation (2.4)) for a particular 

parameter combination, k, is expressed: 

Marginal postenors for d. and each element of @ are calculateci by surnming the joint 

postenor over aiJ other panmeters, e.g.: 

WJ Y) = II P(8,61 Y W W @  , 

(the integral over d@ being the integrai over ai l  elements of q). For a singe fishery, the 

liketihood of observing the data h m  fshery i given a parameter combination k is more 

explicitiy defhed: 

u q e h * @ k )  =ucn,i,cs,i*E:+s,;rek*@k) 

= L(c,,ii$?@k Lccsiie&?@k L(E,'+,iicR,i?cs.i?ek *@& ? 

and the additional conditionhg factors F,Î. F,i,  and y are implicitly included in the 

Iikelihwds. The individuai iikelihood density fiuictions are denved nom Monte Car10 

simulations using the methods of chapter (2) and are detailed in example (3.1). I am 

assumhg that the factors affecthg catch varîability act independently in the north and 



south. Thus the iikelihood of generating the catch observations is the product of the two. 

In a single approach fishery, for a given set of parameters, L(C) = L(E) = L(h) because of 

the simple relationships (2.1). In this chapter, it is generally more intuitively obvious to 

refer to L(C), but the actud calculations are presented in terms of L(h), consistent with 

the methods of chapter (2). 

The escapement likelihood calculation is more complicated because the actual 

escapement, En+ki. is the sum of the escapement from both approach routes, and the 

observed escapement E,',,., . may have substmtial measurement error introduced as a 

result of reconstructing abundance at the fishery from escapement measured at a distant 

in-river location. L( E:,,,I Cm,, CL,, ek, qk ) is acniaiiy the surn of ail possible combinations 

of L( Ez,,I C ,,, 0, ,@& ) - L( E;,,1 Ce,% ,& ) that meet the constraint Ei+, , = E:.i + E;,; . The 

escapement likelihood calcuiations are also presented in terms of harvest rates, Le. 

h'= CI (C + E') , and hence L(E1 C) = L(h1 h)  . 

The pnor probability distributions, Po@, @) represent another a m  where 

subjective decisions enter into the estimation process. The method proposed here Mtiaily 

assumes URiform prior probability distributions for each element of 8 and $, (Po(& $) - 
Un). If data from oniy one fishery is available, each of Po@) - Un and Po(@) - Un. One 

of the expected benefits of this method is the integration of data across fisheries with 

informative conuast, such that uncertainty in @ cm be reduced and this c m  in turn be 

used to reduce uncertainty in 0. This is accomplished by using an iterative process in 



which the posterior of 9 (integrated over 0) from one subset of fishenes is used as the 

prior for for another subset of fishenes. There is aiso potentid for the use of informative 

pnors and coastraints when additionai data fiom a particular run is considercd (Le. catch 

and escapement observations that are not encompassed by the specifed 1 and t summation 

intervals). and some of the options are mentioned. 

Example (3.1) illustrates the whole procedure with details of an assumed 

functional relationship between fleet size and harvest rate, the probability density 

functions generated with the methods of chapter (2). and the cdculation process. 

EXAMPLE (3.1): SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF MIGRATION ROUTES AND HARVESP 
RATES IN A -CAL FISRERY WITH TWO APPROACH ROUTES 

The foiiowing example demonsuates how this approach could be used to estimate 

migration routes, harvest rates and the relationship between fleet sizes and harvest rates 

fot the Fniscr River sockeye fishery. Table 3.1 describes the spatial and temporal 

characteristics of two fisherîes approximately comsponding to a Johastone Strait 

(Canadian Statistical Area 12 and 13) purse seine opening (north), and a Juan de Fuca 

Strait (Area 20) purse seine opening (south). Table 3.2 describes the parameters and 

observations associated with a series of 5 hypothetical fishery openings. The migration 

routing, d,, was seiected to cover a broad range, whiie fishing effort, F, was divided so 

that the catch per unit effort in both approach routes was within a factor of 1.5 (Le. it was 

assumed that the fleet approached the ideal free distribution in a maaner suggested by 



Gillis et ai. 1993). The parameter values describing the relationships between effort and 

harvest rate were chosen arbitmrily. 

THE REUTIONSHIP BETWEEN HARVEST RATES AND FLEET SIZE 

If the fishing fleet has the freedom to move in a multiple approach fishery. it is 

expected that the number of fishing vessels in each area will Vary as the proportion of fish 

using each route varies. Rovided that there exist effort observations Fm and F s  

comsponding to catch observations, one can attempt to account for this harvest rate 

variation. The function refating F and the elemental harvest rate. u in this system shouid 

satisfy some simple conditions: 1) it passes through the origin (if F = O then u = O ), 2) u 

inaeases as F increases, 3) the rate of increase in u decreûses as F increases. and 4) O L u 

S 1. A Michaek-Menten type saturation curve is a simple function that meets these 

criteria= 

- 

. . 

where the a and b parameters cm take any positive value as  long as O S u S 1. This 

function can assume many forms. At one extreme. u is essentiaily constant over di F, at 

the other extreme, u is essentially dirrctly proportionai to F over the range of observed 

fieet sïzes, and at intermediate values, with increasing FT u increases toward an 



asymptote. The net harvest rate for a particular fishery, h. depends not only on u, but also 

the specific fishery characteristics as detailed below and in chapter (2). 

Since the fleet size-West rate relationships m y  differ between northern and 

southem fisheries. there are four unknown parameters (an, a,, bn, b,.). However, the 

relationship between the a and b parameten is not compatible with any simple grid over 

whkh to calculate posterioa. To account for this problem, equation (3.2) was 

reparameterized in tenns of uioo and um, where u~oo equals the harvest rate at maximum 

fleet sue, Fm: 

and US equals the W e s t  rate at one half of F-. expreued as a proportion of u100: 



Using these relationships, @ = (uia.  uim, us(),,. usa), and posteriors can be cdculated 

over convenient grids of O < u i a ,  ulm I I and 0.5 < u a  , uw < 1. The arbitrarily 

chosen relationships for the two fisheries of example (3.1) are shown in fig. 3.1. 

This estimation method requires the assumption that harvest rate probability 

distributions can be adequately quantified. in fact this is not really the case, but the 

arguments of chapter 2 suggest how consuaints to yt can be estimated, and the 

precautionq approach would be to admit the greatest vdability in yt that can be 

justified. Al1 components of rhe iikelihood h m  equation (3.1): 

L(q18,*@k) = L(c,,,le,,@k,- L(c,,le,?$k ,* L(ED,,,Ic,,,*c,.,,e,.@k,? 

can then be calcuiated h m  the relationships between expected, actuai, and estimated 

harvest rates ( h,, h, h' ) as described beiow. 

The elementd harvest rate, u, is used to make assertions about the relationship 

between Heet sizes and harvest rates, by calculating a harvest rate, hu, that can be 

expected for a fshery with panicular chatacterktics. There are a number of reasons why 

the actual haorest rate, h, is not equai to hu. and the reiationship between these vdues 

mut be descnid. The boxcars of fish exposed to harvesting do not coincide perfectly in 

cime and space between northern and southem routes. From Table 3.1, the combined 

escapunent eshate, E:, , should include 6 boxcars (located at 1 = 1 through 1 = 6 



d u ~ g  the fshery) to include di boxcars h m  both approach routes that were exposed to 

harvesting. As a result, boxcars are included in the summation interval that are not 

exposed to the f'ïshery, and the actuai value of h is dependent upon not only u. but also the 

shape of the migratory timing distribution. Hence, even if 14 is constant within each 

approach route fishery, h varies mong fisheries. A harvest rate summation interval of 7 

boxcars was chosen for this example. 

Since the shape of the migratory timing distribution during a fishery is not known, 

the expected harvest rate, h,, is cdculated under the assumption that the distribution is 

uniform (e.g. for a 7 boxcar interval corresponding to fishery i on day r,  each of 

N,,,Nt ,,,,..., Nt,,, = Ni l 7  ). For a 1 d southern approach fishery (Table 3. l), 3 boxcars 

are harvested at an elementd harvest rate of us (which is in rum dependent upon u i a ,  us& 

3 and Fs) and with the summation interval of 7 boxcan, h,, = gu . For fishenes of duration 

greater than one day, h,, is cdculated in such a way that there is an exponential depletion 

of exposed fsh over time (see the caiculation of the pre-season planning mode1 

description of h in  chapter (2)). The relationships between h and h,, descnbed below were 

generated assumuig that the variability in the migratory timing distribution was the only 

factor introducing noise. Undoubtedly other factors dirrctly affect u, including the 

n u ~ n t  economic incentive for fishing, and the f ie  scde migration route variability 

affecthg vulnerability at established fishing sites. ù is assumed here that these factors do 

not have a large effect on the qualitative nanue of the rela~onship and cm be ignored for 

the purposes of this chapter, by assumiag that a i i  fwtors are already accounted for within 

the admittediy uncertain W. 



In a single approach fishery, it is relatively simple to calculate h'directly and 

describe the posterior probability of h given h' (e.g. using equations (2.3) and (2.5)). In 

the multiple approach case. h: and hl cannot be calculated directiy. Instead, posterior 

calculations are dependent on two separate relationships for each approach route. 

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) are required to calculate the likelihood of observing the catch, 

and (3.6) and (3.7) rire required to caiculate the likelihood of observing the escapement. 

These relationships were estimated using the Monte CarIo methods of chapter (2) for the 

two fishery structures described in table 3.1 and a forward-iterated reconstruction process. 

Equations (3.4)-(3.7) are presented in terms of expected (hU), actual (h), and estimated 

( h' ) harvest rates, and the conversion to catch and escapement likelihoods are descnbed 

below. 

Assuming that the processes that cause harvest rate variabiiity (other than effort 

variability) are independent in the two approach routes, then the likelihood of the catch 

observations is the product of the likelihood of the catch in the two approach routes. For 

parmeter combination k, this is expressed: 

Uc, , c'le, .ek = L(cmie4*@k 1. L(csrekT@4 ) 

= Uhnlek,hu.a)-L(hslek 9 k )  9 



and hu is a function of $, F. and the fishery temporal and spatial characteristics. This 

iikelihood is calculated from the relationships between actual harvest rates (h,, hs) and 

expected harvest rates (hua,, h,) generated by the Monte Carlo simulations: 

(3.4) hn - Beta(an, Pm); an = 14.2, and = 252exp(-6A Ih,,,) +9.46, 

(3.5) h, - Beta(a,. p, j; a, = 35.2, and = 64 1 exp(-6.6 lh,,, ) + 120. 

If the boxcar mode1 order of movement assumption was valid ( El-, = En,) then N ( = C,, 

+ C, + E,t+,) would be known without error, and these equations would be sufficient for 

calculating P(dn, $ I Y). 

Admitting the violation of the order of movement assumption complicates the 

calculation. There is an actual (but unmeasured) escapement associated with each 

apprach route fishery: 

E n  = Mt-4 - C R ,  

Es = N(1 dJ Cs, 

but the escapement observed in the river, E: + E: . contains error because of the variable 

migration rates. Shce h'= C/(C + E') for each approach route, it follows that 

L(E'1 C.0, ) = L(h'l h .O, ) . The Monte Carlo simulations indicated the foiiowing 

relationships between h and h' : 



(3.6) h,' - Betû(a,, W ); a, = 199, and fl,, = 333exp(-5.û9hn) + 13.0, 

(3.7) h: - Beta(as, Bs ); a, = 1 5.4, and $, = 46 1 exp(- 1 lJh, ) + 25.0. 

The observed escapement is the sum of the escapement from both approach routes, 

E,',, = E,' + E:. Assurning that the migration dynamics are independent for each 

approach route, the Likelihood of observing a particularE~~, is: 

where a is the line that satisfies Ei+, = E,'+ E: through the joint distribution 

L( E,', EJ C, , C' ,Bk ,Qk ) . This line integrai represents aîi possible ways of ob taining E;, 

as a sum of E: and E: (given the observed catch and specified parameters). For 

numerical htegration, each point on the line a is calculated: 

and is calculated from equations (3.6) and (3.7), where 



hs = c s / ( ( l - d R , k ) N k ) *  

For a given h. and Q, the iine of integration through the joint distribution 

L(E:, E:l CC,, Cs ,Bk .Qk ) is illustrated in fig. 3.2. 

Note that the likelihood caiculations are presented as though the factors that affect 

the north and south migration routes are independent, and that actual harvest rate 

variability is independent of escapement emr. The Monte Carlo simulations did not 

suggest a strong association between harvest rate vuiability and escapement error under 

the assumptions of chapter 2, but the impact of dependence between approach routes was 

not examined. 

The prior probabiiity distributions quant@ the degree of prior belief in the 

parameters and cm potentialIy have a large effect on the posterior distributions. The 

implications of some different prioa are iliustrated in example 3.1, scenwios A-C. 

The approach taken with this problern initiaily invoives assigning WUfom 

distributions for aU elements of 0 and $ (scenario A, fig. 3.3A). The use of non- 

informative piors is recommended when there are no data available with which to 

generate informative piors (Walters and Ludwig 1994). It îs conceivable that 

information b m  other systems codd be used to coasaain @, but it will become apparent 



that the choice of @ pnors is not Likely to have a big eflixt on the postenoa for d,,. The 

prion for Ni arr infomative, in so far as mn-reconstruction provides some comtraints. 

Clearly, N. must be greater than the combined catch for each approach route, and Ni must 

be less than the total run size. in example 3.1. 1 assigned a uniform distribution: Po(Ni) - 
U[Cn.i + , Cn,i + CL, + 2 E:,,, 1. Since the escapement observations are large relative 

to catch (Table 3.2), this pnor is likely to err on the side of not being restrictive enough. 

In a real application, good arguments could undoubtedly be made to funher restrict this 

distribution. 

Assuming that the relationships between harvest rates and effort are faûly stable 

among fisheries, it is expected that information from multiple fishenes can be combined 

to reduce uncertainry in 9, and this cm in tuni be used to reduce uncertainty in 8. This is 

accomplished by using the posterior probabilities of $ (marginalized over 8) from fishery 

i, as the prior probability of fishery i +1, (Po(&+i) = P(@)). Since there is nothing special 

about the temporal order of the fishenes, the postenoa for @ caiculaied over di fisheries 

provides the most informative prior for the calculation of each 0 posterior. However, this 

is a double accounthg of data and amounts to a circular process of generating a postenor, 

and then using it as the prior for the same data (the grPater the number of fisheries the 

&et this error would be). To avoid this problem, the prior for fishery j, Po(@,) shouid 

incorporate the inr'orrnatioa across a i i  fishenes exceptj: 



where Pp($) is the posterior for ei (marginalized over ei) calculated with Po(@) - U[]. 

The prion for example 3.1 scenario B, fishery j = 1 are shown in fig. 3.3B. Within this 

frarnework. as new fishenes occur, the precision of p m e t e r  estimates from past 

fisheries is also improved. 

The precision with which one cm estimate d,, for any given fishery is ultimately 

limited by the migration dynamics. With a long informative tirne series, 9 could probably 

be estirnated very precisely, but 8 remains reïatively uncertain because the elements of 0 

are independent among fishenes. Scenario C demonstrates the uncertainty that can be 

expected for d, given perfect knowledge of 0 (pnors shown in fig. 3 .30.  

It is important to note that when the problem is formulated in this way, the 

selection of piors have implications that may not be immediately obvious because of the 

interdependence of the variables. The unifonn priors for 0 and @ imply non-unifom pnor 

beîief in the harvest rates h,, and h, (fig. 3.4). I explored an alternative fordation of this 

problem, in which harvest rate prion were explicitiy defined and this resulted in implicit 

priors for N and da. It is not clear that either approach is better. 

The posteriors for example (3.1) were evaluated on a d o m  parameter grid and 

due to computation time consuaina, the grid was rather coarse. Given the uncertainty in 

the system, though, it is uniikely that the coarse resolution seriously affected the resuits, 



particdarly for &. It would probably be appropnate to use a more efficient 

computational algorithm (e.g. metroplis, Gelman et al. 1995) for this problem. 

However, some of the initial results (not shown) indicated that bimodal posterioa could 

result, and these might not be described properly by stochastic algorithms. 

in example 3.1, the precision of has only a small effect on the uncerrainty 

around d.. Fig. 3.5A shows the d,, posteriors that resuit if the five fishenes (Table 3.7) 

are examined independently (i.e. sceniino A, for ail elements of @, Po(+) - Ur]). The 

variance in the posteriors is greatest when d, is near 0.5, and decreases as d. approaches O 

or 1, and this was a general feature common in other trials (not shown). The utilization of 

1.;- j 

information across fisheries (scenario B, Po($,) = n P,(G) ) decreases the variance of the 
i=l 

d posterioa, but the change is rather trivial (figure 3.58). In fact, even perfect 

knowledge of does not substantially reduce uncenainty in d,, (fig. 3.5C). This suggests 

hot  the information to be gained by combining across fisheries is not p a t  under the 

aven assumptions. 

The uncenauity in the marginal posteriors for Q decreases substantially h m  the 

singie fishery case (i = 1, fig 3.6A) to the 5 fishery case (fig. 3.6B). However, in al i  the 

scenarios examined (example 3.1 and others not shown), there was a disturbing tendency 

for the marginal posteriors of individual parameten to converge toward incorrect values. 

This may result in part from the ~Iection of rdatively short time series of hypotheticai 

data (due to cornpurational tirne limits). However, the practical implications of this 



problem rnay not be substantial because h is the more meaningful vdue for fisheries 

management. Depending on the fishery structure, uncertainty in 9 may have a relativeiy 

smaii effect on uncertainty in h. The joint posterior distribution for h, and h, (calculated 

from the joint posterior P(0, @ IY) for fishery i = 1, scenario A. is shown in fig. 3.7. The 

inverse relationship between plausible h, and h, combinations is clearly visible. 

The estimation of harvest rates and migration routes in a multiple approach 

salmon fishery is a cornplicaied task if one attempts to explicitiy account for the major 

sources of uncenainty that exist. The approach that 1 have presented admits uncenainty 

from what 1 consider to be the three most impoizant sources. It is not clear that this 

approach would yield more accurate results than the ad hoc approach that has been used 

histoncaIly, but there are a number of attractive features to this method. This discussion 

provides a brief critique of the approach, and comrnents on some issues that 1 would 

a d h s s  before applying it to actuûl fsheries. 

Implementation of a formal estimation approach based on this framework wouid 

be advantageous for a number of Rasons: 1) the estimation methodofogy would be 

standardized, 2) variability could be estimated within years (on a fishery-specific basis), 

and possibly among stocks for major stock-groupings, 3) the migration dynamics 

assumptions must be explicitly stated so that they are available for extemai evaluation, 4) 



information h m  multiple fisheries across yean is incorporated within a single cohesive 

framework, and updated with the addition of each new fishery, and 5) posterior 

probability distributions are genented. which indicate the (relative) uncenainty associated 

with each estimate. 

A nurnber of potenual benefits could be expected from the resulting diversion rate 

and harvest rate estirnates if this approach was implemented. Harvest rate uncertainty 

could be irnplemented in pre-season planning to develop robust management tactics. or 

demonsuaie that complex ailocation objectives are either not obtainable or represent 

substantial overfishing nsk (see discussion of chapter (2)). A time senes of fishery- 

specific (and conceivably stock-specific) northem diversion rate estimates could be usehl 

for migration studies. Within year. and among-stock variation in migration routes has not 

been thomughly examined to date. and would increase the tempod resolution with which 

to explore oceanographic mechanisms that influence migration variability. Admission of 

the uncertainry associated with migration route esrimates wouîd help to quant@ the 

statistical properties of explanatory and predictive models. 

The major problem that affects this estimation method (and aü others) is the 

quantification of migration dynamics. The need to use Monte Carlo simulations to 

estimate hamest rate error distributions for particular fisheries and fish dynamin is 

cumbersome, but conceivably, general likelihood modek of the fom described in chapter 

(2) could be extended to account for the important factors. Treating aH fishenes 

independently (within years) may not be entirely valid. The migration delays that 



intmàuce an escapement underestimation emr  to one fishery are probably more likely to 

cause an escapement overestimation e m r  in an irnmediately subsequent fishery as the 

aggregated fish eventudly reach the river. Furthemore, migration dynamics are probably 

not independent between approach routes. Certainiy, the nonhem and southern fish 

experience similar physical conditions in the mouth of the Fraser River, where substantial 

migration delays are known to exist. 

There is considenble potenuai for siinpliQing the estimation approach. Example 

(3.1) suggests that the precision that can be attained by combining data among fishenes is 

not great. if this is shown to be the case in situations that have different migration 

dynamics assumptions and fishery structures, it could greatly simplify the estimation 

procedure. The uncerüiinty in d. is not substantially reduced by increasing the precision 

of @, so most of this uncenainty results from the variable migration dynamics (fig. 3.5A- 

C). It seems likely that $ could be reduced to one parameter for each of the north and 

south approach routes without a substantid loss in estimation precision, and this would 

reduce the total computation tirne (by about two ordea of magnitude). Alternatively, @ 

could be eliminated completely, and the estimation process could focus dirrctiy on h. and 

h, irrespective of effort. 1 wodd expect that there are conditions under which the 

precision to be gained h m  cornbiniag information across fishenes would be more 

substantial than indicated in example (3.1) (e.g. when total hanrest rates are very high). 

However, if the noise amund the relationship between fleet sizes and effort is great, or if 

effort contrast is Limited then the sirnpler approach is bound to perfonn w e k  and be 

computationaIly simpler and easier to interpret. Monte Car10 simufations of hhenes 



under a range of conditions would be required to c o n f i  the best approach to apply in 

the Fraser system. 

Given that the northern diversion rate c m o t  be reliably predicted, Bshenes 

managea should be attempting to deal with the uncertainty. 1 would recommend 

invoking horvesting strategies that are robust to migration route and harvest rate variation 

to the extent possible, or designing the assessment program to estimate the diversion rate 

as quickly and as frequently as possible in-season. Hydroacoustic estimates of 

escapement in each approach rouie would certainly help to define harvest rates, and 

would provide considerable information for in-season stock assessment. Of course, the 

value of the information generated from this extra assessment would have to be weighed 

against the expense of implementation. But inespective of changes to the fishery 

structure, 1 think that steps should be taken to fomalize the estimation process, and the 

approach presented here may provide a working template for that process. 



Table 3.1. Temporal and spatial structure of northern and southern approach route 

fishenes defined in example (3.1). The northern fishery roughly corresponds to a 

Johnstone Strait sockeye purse seine fishery, while the southeni fishery corresponds to a 

Juan de Fuca Strait fishery. Approximte distances to boundaries are from the in-river 

escapement monitoring site at Mission. Boxcar # indicates the number of boxcm fiom 

the outside boundary assuming migration rates of 45 kmd (Le. 450-405 km = Boxcar 

# 1,454 km = boxcar # 1 O). 

Fishery Duration (d) hner Boundary Outer Boundary 

north 1 225 5 450 1 

south 1 180 6 3 15 4 



Table 3.2. Example (3.1) parameters and hypothetical observations from a the series of 

fishenes in a system with two approach routes. Catch fiom the north and south (C,, C') 

and escapement (En+,. not shown) values are proportions of the total number of fish 

within the defined interval dunng the fisheiy, N ( = C, + Cs + En, = 1). The catch 

observations (C,, C,) are calculated from the mean of the harvest rate emr distribution 

for each approach route. (equations (3.4) and (3.5)). Escapernenr, EL, ( = E: + E: ), is 

the sum of the mean of the escapement error distributions (cdculated from equations 

(3.6) and (3.7)). E:,, > En+, due to estimation b i s .  Fleet sizes (F,,, Fs) descnbe 

standardized units of fishing effort (purse seine equivdents). 

P m e  ters Observations 



O 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 300 

F (Effoort in p e  seinesquivalent units) 

Fig. 3.1. The relationships (equation (3.3)) between fishing effort and elementary (single 

boxcar daily) harvest rate for the two hypotheticd fishenes described in example (3.1), 

where uim = 0.9, u~o,, = 0.5 1, i ~ m  = 0.9, uw = 0.9 and F,, = 400. 



Fig. 3.2. Joint distribution for L( E:, E? Cn , Cs ,Bk ,@k ) iliustrathg the cdculation of 

L( E:+,I Cn , Cs ,O, .& ) . Contours represent the likelihood of obsewing different 

escapement combinations for a given set of catch observations and parameter 

combination k. The line through the joint distribution corresponds to a i l  possible 

combinations of (unobservable) E:, md E: which couid yield the observed E;, and the 

integrated likeiihood dong this line is proportionai to L( EL, I Ca, Cs ,O, +qk ) . 



Ci @ known; P,(0 ) - U (  ) 

O 0.2 0.4 a6 0.8 O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 i 

Parameter Value 

Fig. 3.3. Prior probability distributions for the parameters of example (3.1). In scenario 

A) each fishery is examined independentiy; B) information is combined across fishenes 

such that the pnor for $ for fishery i = 1 is the posterior for @ from di fisheries except i 

=l; and C) Uustrates the pnors for fishery i assuming 9 is known perfectiy, but 0 is 

unknown. 



Fig. 3.4. The joint prior probability distribution for h, and h, that is implied by the 

uniform pnoa for 8 and @ (scenario A) for example ( 3 4 ,  fishery i = 1. The irregular 

pattern results from the covseness of the parameter grids. 



O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 5  0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Northern diversion dn 

Fig. 3.5. Example (3.1) nonhem diversion rate (da) marginal posterior distributions for 

fisheries i = 1, 2, 3 calculated fiom the &ta in Table 3.2. Scenario A) illustrates the 

posterion calculated independentiy; B) shows the posterion which result when 

information is combined across all5 fisheries (ody the 6rst 3 are shown for clarity); C) 

iUusuates the posterion which would result if @ was known perfectly, but 0 was 

mknow11. Squares indicate the acnial d u e  of dn h m  Table 3.2. 



A) each fishery independent 

B) 5 fishenes combined 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 O 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.8 O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Parameter Values 

Eg. 3.6. Example (3.1) marginal posteriors for (L Scenario A) illustrates the posterior 

for fishery i = 1 cdculated independently of the other fisheries; scenario B) shows the 

posteriors for the same fishery when data is combined across d l 5  fisheries of Table 3.2. 



Fig. 3.7. The posterior probability distribution for h,, and h, that is implied by the 

posteriors for N and d. for example (3. l), scenario A, fishery i = 1. The irregular pattern 

resuits from the coaneness of the parameter grids. 



Chapter (4) is essentialiy a reproduction of Kolody and Hedey ( 1998). 



A spatially-explicit individual-based model was used to simulate adult sockeye 

salmon return migration routes from the Gulf of Alaska to the Fraser River through 

temporaiiy variable, spatially-explicit environmentai fields. We wanted to examine 

whether coastd migration route variability could be explained by the interactions between 

simple behavior rules and a dynamic ocean environment described by histot-ical 

temperature obsexvations and es tirnated surface currents. Assuming that sockeye were 

broadly distributed tbroughout the central Gulf of Alaska pnor to homeward migration. 

and that during homeward migration they oriented on a fuced cornpass bearing, the 

following mechaaisms were invoked to produce migration route variations among years: 

1) the distribution prior to homing was constrained by thermal limits. 2) sockeye were 

advected by surface cumnts during open ocean migration. and 3) sockeye tended to avoid 

hi@ water temperatures. The behavioural component of the model was numerically 

ophizeci to maximire the fit between simulated and observed coastal migration routes, 

while maiotaining swimming speeds and migratory timing consistent with the literature. 

The opcimued model suggested that southem thermal limits and current advection could 

not explain much of the observed coastal migration route vûriability. The tendency to 

avoid high iemperatum explaincd about 331 of the variation and suggested that costal 

processes may be more important than offshore. 



Adult sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) can retum from the Gulf of Alaska 

to the Fraser River by migrahg around either the north or south end of Vancouver Island 

(fig. 1.1). The proportion of fish using the nonhem route (northem diversion rate) varies 

corisiderably among years (fig. 1 . 3 ,  and it is not known what factors cause this variation. 

Chapter (1) s m v U e s  the ecological significance, management implications and 

previous studies of the migration route variability. 

As a aew investigative appmch for this system, we used a process-based mode1 

to explore explicit, testable Qpotheses about the effects of oceanic conditions on Fraser 

sockeye coastal migration routes on temporal and spatial scdes relevant to the decision 

processes of individuais. Specifcnlly, we chose to explore how sockeye migration routes 

codd be affectecl by 1) the initial distribution in the NE Pacifïc Ocean, 2) advection by 

open ocean surface cumnts, aad 3) SST preference behaviours. Marine distributions and 

mjgtation routes of sockeye salmon are not weii known, but there is ernpincal evidence 

suggesting that temperatares and cunents may affect the sockeye distribution prior to and 

dmiog the homing migration. Mark and recapture stuclies have suggested that during the 

yeerpior to horning, Fraser sockeye are located throughout the Gulf of Alaska (French et 

al. 1976). Welch et al. (1995) observed that the southem Limit of the offshore sockeye 

distribution is associated with SST. It is not knovm what effect SST has during the 

marine phase of the homing migration, but high river temperatures cm delay saimon 

migration into and withio nvers (e.g. Major and Migheil 1966, Alabaster 1990). 



Presumably, avoidance of high temperature codd aiso result in deflected trajectones of 

sockeye in marine areos. Similarly, Thomson et al. (1992) have shown that ocem 

currents in the Gulf of Alaska are stmng enough and variable enough to have a substantial 

effect on the latitude at which homing sockeye reach the coast. The two years that they 

examined, 1982 and 1983, corresponded to low and high diversion yeus, respectively. A 

small sample of Fraser River sockeye tagged on the nonh coast of British Columbia 

during these years aiso suggested that the Fraser sockeye were less abundant in northem 

coastai waters in 1982 relative to 1983 (Groot and Quim 1987). 

We used a spatidly-explicit, individuai-based mode1 to explore the potential 

effects of these thne factors on coastal migration routes. Numerical optimization of 

behavioural parameters was used to m;iximize the fit between modelled and observed 

diversion nue the senes. subject to extemai constraints that were imposed to maintain 

coaoiîtency with other biologicai observations. The potential importance of individuai 

and combined mechanisms is examined. 



NUMERICAL REPRESENTATlûN OF THE PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE NORTH-EAST PACIFIC 
O c m  

The model domain covered the NE Pacific Ocean fmm 44-6 1' N and 123- 160 W 

and incorporated temporal and spatial variability of observed SST and estimated surface 

currents in the open ocean region. The land mask was approximated on a 0.18 X 0.18 

degree grid comsponding to the SST grid resolution. and the costal region was defined 

as aU areas within approximately 50 km of the land mask. 

Gulf of Alaska SST was described by weekly Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometry (AVHRR) images (1982-94), obtained from the Physical Oceanography 

Distnbuted Active Archive Center at Jet Propulsion LabontorylCalifomia Institute of 

TechwIogy. Caiibration and image professing details are provided at the web site 

hapIlpodaac.jpl.nasagov:203 1/DATASET~DOCSlavhrrhrrwkIy~mcsst.html# 17 (3 Oct 

1997). Images were archived on an equal-angle grid with spatial resolution of 

8ppcoximateIy 0.18 X 0.18 degrees (19.5 X 19.5 km on the equator). Each weekly 

(appmximately) image was a composite of numerous images produced during a week, 

and often considerable spatid interpolation was required to estimate temperames beneath 

cloud cover. In our model, linear interpolation was used to estimate SST between the 

avdable image dates. 



Surface currents within the model were approximated by hindcast output h m  the 

Ocean Surface CURrent Simulations (OSCURS) model descnied by hgraham and 

Miyahara ( 1988. 1989). OSCURS currents are calculated as the vector sum of long term 

mean baroclinic geostrophic flow and daily wind driven surface flow. Sea levei pressure 

fields are used to generate the wind driven current estimates over a rectangular grid of 

appmximately 90 km resolution mess the north Pacific Ocean. To reduce data storage 

requirements for our individual-based model, daiiy hindcast current observations ( 1982- 

94) were converted io monthly averages and interpolated onto a I degree grid. Dunng 

simulations, biünear spatial interpolation and linear temponl interpolation were used to 

estimate currents at specific points in time and space. Cumnts were reduced to O in 

coastal areas, because OSCURS does not account for coastal geometry or tidal effects. 

There is at present no satisfactory means of hindcasting British Columbia coastal currents 

for the period of interest. 

Sockeye salmon homing migrations were simulated h m  the central Gulf of 

Alaska to the coastal approaches of the Fraser River. Fish that arrived at Queen Charlotte 

Strait or Juan de Fuca Scrait were removed h m  the mode1 and committed to either the 

northem or southem migration routes respectively. Fiih that wandered out of the modei 

domain or f d e d  to reach Queen Chadone Svait or han de Fuca Strait by the end of the 

simdation were not inchded in annual diversion rate calculations, but were recorded for 

homing success rate calculations. A complete nui of the mode1 involved simdating 



homing trajectories for years 1982-94 and calculating time series of annual diversion rates 

and homing success rates. 

The mode1 required a large number of parameters to descnbe behavioural 

interactions with the ocem environment and ensure reasonably successful homing rates 

(Table 1). These parameters contributed to one of the following des :  I )  establishing the 

initial sockeye distribution, 2) defining general orientation behaviour, 3) helping to avoid 

trapping in complex costal geornetry, or 4) describing interactions between sockeye and 

local SST. 

The initiai Fraser River sockeye distribution in the NE Pacific Ocean was 

described by the latitude, longitude and spread of the distribution. We assumed that the 

distribution was of unifom density and circula, roughly covenng the centrai Gulf of 

Alaska as indicated by the French et al. (1976) s u m m q  of tagging studies. During the 

optimizatïon pmcedure, the parameters describing the location and spread of the initial 

distribution were not constrained. However, one mode1 scenario involved using 

seasoaally-varying themai ümits to constrain the initial distriiution. We assumed a 

simpiified version of the seasonal thermal Iimits defined by Welch et ai. (1998). Prior to 

Day-Of-Year (DOY) 170, the Limit was 8 O C, between DOY 170 - 190, the M t  

increased linearly to 12 O C, and between DOY 190 and 250, the limit remained at 12 O C. 

In the thermal Mt scenario, fish were established according to the location and spread 

parameters, but as each simulation year was initiaiized, fish Iocated in regions with SST 

exceedhg the thermal limit were elimlliated The initial ternperatwes and thermal limits 



were averaged over the preceding 2 1 days under the assumption that fish take some tirne 

to react to changing tempentures and redistribute themselves. 

During a simulated homeward migration, al1 sockeye used the same fixed 

compass bearing (which differed beiween open ocean and coastal regions) as the pnmary 

direction finding mechanism. Swim speeds were confined to limits suggested by tagging 

studies (French et al. 1976.  qui^ 1988) and migration initiation dates were determined 

by the requirement for sockeye to retum to the Fraser River during the interval DOY 170- 

250 (Killick and Clemens 1963). 

A number of parameten were invoked largely to help fish migrate through 

complex coastal geomeuy that would irap individuals if they migrated on a compass 

bearing with perfect accuacy. These included: 1) a probability of reorienting to the 

compass bearing during a given t h e  step, 2) an inertid directional component, which 

describes the tendency to keep migrating in the same direction, and 3) a coefficient of 

directedneu, describing directionai precision. These panmeters provided a stochastic 

elernent to the orientation similar to those invoked by Pascual and Quim (199 1). 

The interactions between fish and local SST consisted of a simple decision; 

whether or not to enter an adjacent SST box (0.18 X 0.18 degree AVHRR SST grid unit). 

On any given thestep, the fish had an initial migration direction. If the fish reached the 

border with an adjacent SST box, it either entered the box and continued swimming in the 

same direction, or it rebounded off the adjacent box like an elastic particle (if the fish 



stmck land it always rebounded). The decision to enter or rebound was based on the 

relative difference in preference values between adjacent boxes. If the fish was moving 

from a lower preference value to a higher preference value it would always proceed, 

however, if it was moving from higher to lower preference, the fish may have rebounded, 

depending on whether the magnitude of the ciifference exceeded a minimum detection 

threshold plus a stochastic decision element. Al1 temperatures below the seasondly- 

varying thermal limit threshold were considered to be of equally high baseline preference 

value. Preference values for temperatures exceeding the thermal limit were Iower ihan 

the baseline value by a factor proportional to the squared difference between the locd 

SST and the thermal limit. The direct biological interpretation of this decision process 

was: fish detected physical conditions where they were at any given time, and could 

remember physical conditions experienced an average of =10 km prior. The fish 

assessed water quality only in water masses that it directiy experienced, and could only 

dislinguish gradients over distances of 4 8  km or l e s ,  and then oniy if a minimum 

detection ùireshold difference was exceeded. In this way, net migration from lower to 

higher preference water masses resulted from reactive movement away from undesirable 

anas, d e r  than a proactive movement into favourable areas. 

The migration mode1 cequired many parameters, most of which could not be 

directiy quantified b r n  the literature. Therefore an objective opthkation scheme was 

needed to test parameter combinations that potentialiy included al1 reasonable values. We 



used a floating point genetic algorithm (e.g. Michdewicz 1994) as a computationaliy 

intensive numerical method of fitting sirnulated and observed rime series. This technique 

is merely an optimization tool, and we are not using it to imply anything about salmon 

genetics or evolution. However, the floating point genetic algorithm is most easily 

described by functional analogy with genetic evolution. A single parameter is analogous 

to a gene. a complete set of mode1 parameters is analogous to a genotype, and the superset 

of ail  genotypes can be thought of as the genepool. Genotype fitness in this case was 

cdculated as the goodness of fit (R', coefficient of determination) between modelled and 

observed coastal migration routes described below. The genetic algorithm calculated a 

fitness value for ai l  genotypes from an initial arbitrary genepool. and then selected 

genotypes with highest fitness for the next genention, while low fitness genotypes were 

removed from the genepool. The genotypes in the new genention were subjected to 

random perturbations of parameters (mutations) and switching of groups of parmeters 

(crossovea). Fitness villues of the new genotypes were then calculated and the whole 

process was repeated until maximum fitness values no longer increased fiom one 

generation to the next. 

Genotype fitness was calcuiated as the goodness of fit between modeiIed and 

observed coastal migration routes, subject to the foiiowing consuaints: 1) swimmiog 

speeds had to be consistent with tagging studies, 2) mival timing in coastal fisheries had 

to f d  within the period from late Iune tu early September, and 3) homing success rates 

had to exceed 70%. While there is no way of knowing what the actud homiag success 

rate is, a navigational failure rate of 30% is probably much too hi@. However, without 



introducing more complex navigational behaviour, we were not able to produce both 

consistently high success rates, and substantial interannual migration route vanation. We 

felt that a 70% success rate represented a mde-off between describing trajectones of the 

majority of the fish, and allowing us to explore potential effects of interannual 

oceanographic variations by not overly constraining the initiai positions and orientation 

behaviour of the fish. 

The coefficient of determination (R'), was used as a comparative index of the 

goodness of fit between simulated and observed migration route time series: 

R'= 1 -ESSITSS 

w h m :  

ESS = Error Sums of Squares 

TSS = corrected Total Sums of Squares 

Yi = simulated northern diversion rate in year i, 

Yi  = observed northern diversion rate in year i, and 

- 
Y = mean observeci northern diversion rate 1982-94. 



This value is equai to the familiar R' in least squares linear regression. However, in this 

case, predicted and observed values of y are not related by a least squares hea r  

regression fit. so the properties of R' are slightly different. R' = 1 indicates that the 

modelled and observed tirne series are identicd, O < R' 5 1 indicates that some of the 

variation around the mean diversion rate cm be explained by the model, and R' < O 

indicates that the mean diversion rate is a better fit to the time senes than the mode1 

result. The coefficient of determination was used as a relative mesure to evduate and 

compare alternative models, but we did not attempt to assess the statisticd significance of 

these models. 

The genetic algorithm may not i î d  a global optimum solution, because panmeter 

combinations may become trapped in local optima, and the stochastic behaviour of the 

fish may obscure the uue optimum. However, this method should identify solutions that 

are reasonably close to the global optimum if it exists over a reasonably large panmeter 

space. Substantially different parameter combinations may yield similar goodness of fit 

vaIoes because two patameters may have offsetting effects. For example, a late initiation 

date and fast swirnming speed may yîefd essentiaiiy the same result as an early initiation 

date and a slow swimming speed. In this study, the role of the numericd opiimization 

was to quantZy (approximately) how much coastai migration route vuîability couid be 

explained by each behaviowaVoceanographic mechanism. Thus, the relative explanatory 



power of each mechanism is of pnmary importance. while the acniai parameter values 

are of secondary interest and not reported. 

This method of optimization raises two important concems: 1) because there are 

so many parameten in the model, the genetic algorithm may be able to produce good but 

spurious, coherence between modelled and observed coastal migration routes using any 

mechanism. or conversely 2) the genetic algorithm may not be able to optimize the mode1 

adequately, so that the explanatory power of one or more mechanisms could be severely 

underestimated. if the fmt situation occurred, it would be obvious. If the second 

situation occurred, it would not be detectable. and the apparent effects of the different 

mechanisms wouid be the result of mdom events during optimization. We attempted to 

a d d m  this concem by using the migration mode1 as a reference model. An arbitrary set 

of parameters was selected to produce a t h e  series of coastal migration routes with 

substantial interanauai variability. Then the genetic algonthm was used to optimize the 

mode1 h m  randorn initial conditions. This process w u  repeated a number of times and 

we found that the optimized mode1 couid consistentIy explain a substantial amount of the 

migration route variability (0 .75~  R' 4 -93 .  Individuai parameters often varied 

substantially between the reference model and the optimized rnodel, but the relative 

c o n m i o n  of the different mechanism changed relatively littie. This gives us some 

conficience that the optimization procedute perfomis as we hoped but we cannot be 

certain that it is effective in di situations- 



STEPWISE ASSESSMENT OF MECHUISMS POTEnrrIAUY AFFECTIMG COASTAL MIGRATION ROUTES 

The effects of thRe mechanisms on coastal migration route variabiiity were 

explored: 

1) the Fra ser sock eye distribution pnor to migrating is constrained by thermal Iimits 

2) sockeye salmon are advected by offshore surface currents in the Gulf of Alaska 

3) sockeye tend to avoid water temperatures that are bioenergetically unfavourable. 

The model was optimized severai times, fmt to examine the effects of each mechanism 

independentiy. and then to examine the mechanisms in combination. The SST 

coastraiots md high SST avoidance behavioun were removed to optimize the model for 

cumnt variability done. To optimUe the mode1 for either SST constraints or high SST 

avoidance done, year-specific monthiy cumnts were replaced by monthly rnean currents 

averaged over the years 1982-94. 

Sockeye orientation in the optimized models aiways included a somewhat 

eastward directional preference in offshore waters. and a southsastward directional 

preference in coastal waters. Thus, successfid sockeye always anived at the coaît 

somewhere nonh of Juan de Fuca Suait and then followed the Coast south. 



EFFECTS OF THERMAL CONSTRAIiVïX ON THE SOCKEYE DISTRIBüTION PRIOR TO HOMING 

Themal constraints on the sockeye initial distribution did not explain very rnuch 

of the northern diversion rate vwiability (R' = 0.07). In the optimized model, thermal 

limit consvaints had the greatest effect on the initial distribution in 1983, and no effect in 

several other years ( fig. 4.1). in a few years, the distributions were rnvginally affected 

on the southern and eastern boundaries, while northern and western boundaries were 

always unaffected. 

The model is not able to produce both high and low diversions with a single 

parameter combination because constraints essentidiy affect only the south-east 

boundq. As the dism%ution contracts dong this boundary, the numter of southem 

migrants Qcrrases. resulting in an Ulcrease in the proportion of nonhem migrants. As 

the boundary extends southward, the number of southem migrants increases. but the 

nmnber of northern migrants remains the same. Without a concurrent decrease in the 

nmnbu of nonhem migrants, the northem diversion rate cannot reach very Iow values. 

Of course, the noahem diversion rate could take very low values if the prefened compas 

was shified to the south, but then the problem wouid be reversed and very high 

diversion rates wouid not be attainable. 



Cunent advection in the offshore oceanic region did not explain any of the 

observed coastal migration route variability ( R ~  = O). Mean migration trajectories of 

salmon in offshore waters (fig. 4.2) indicate that currents do not produce large route 

deviations relative to the width of the optimized initial distribution. Since offshore 

curreats are the only mechanism introducing variability in this case. variability in the 

latitude of arriva1 in coastal watea determines the diversion rate. Al1 fish are affected by 

interannual cumnt variation, but when the initial distribution is broad, only a small 

proportion are positioned so that the c m n t  displacement causes them to switch between 

northern and southem routes. if the initiai disuibution is very narrow. then the proportion 

of b h  that change routes may be rnuch greater. However, the generic idgorithm could 

not iâentify any broad or nanow initial distributions that would indicate that current 

vhability was consistent with the diversion rate time senes. 

EFFECTS OFA BEHA VlOURAL TWIDWTCY TU A VOID HIGH SST DUMNG HOMING MIGRATION 

The behavioural tendency to avoid high SST explallied the most northem 

diversion rate variability (Et2= 0.33). The optimal parameter set was unexpected in that 

the initiai distribution was essentidy a point source (20 km diameter) and open ocean 

migration precision was essentially perfect (coefficient of directedness = 0.98). This 

resulted in a single mass of fish arriving simultaneously in the coastd watea north of 



Vancouver Island (fig. 4.3). The open ocean tmjectories did not differ much mong  

years. and the fish rapidiy dispersed in coastal waters (ody 10 tmjectories from a single 

year are shown because the overlapping paths are confusing and uninformative). The 

cornparison of modeiied and observed diversion rates (fig. 4.4) indicates that the model 

did not produce much diversion variability. The model did simulate higher than average 

diversions in the four high diversion years (1983, 1992-94). but not nearly as high as 

observed. Ody 1990 appeared as a very low diversion year in the simulations, similar to 

the observed vaiw. The highest and lowest diversion yean in the simulations ( 1983 and 

1990 respectively), were also two of the warmest yean dong the British Columbia Coast. 

This demonstmtes that the hi& SST avoidance behaviour can result in both high a d  low 

diversions depending on the fine scale SST spatial distribution. Thus, defining the 

appropriate scale of interaction between salmon and SST may be criticai for 

understanding migration mutes. 

We atso ophized ihis mode1 with the additional consnint that the initial 

distnitltion had to k p a t e r  than 500 km in diameter, but in this case, much less 

. . .  - .  - i.. - - .3.,*-T-p, - 

Thc northern diversion rate variability explained by individual and combiwd 

meehanisms is summarized in Table 2. Combined mechanisms did not resdt in any 

incfea~ed uplanatory power. When high SST avoidûnce and thermal Mt constraints 



were combined the thermai Limiü did not acnially have any effect in the optimwd 

models because the initial distribution was essentially a point source as described above. 

The slight decrease in explained variation resulting from the addition of cumnts to 

thermal limits or high SST avoidance further suggests that cunent variability does not 

covary with diversion rates, but may also indicate imperfect optirnization. 

Our model was unable to reproduce the F m r  sockeye northern diversion rate 

time series weii enough to demonstrate the viabiiity of a causal hypothesis, or to be a 

useful predictive tool for fisheries management. The failure of the model to explain more 

of the northem diversion rate variability was most likely due to two main factors: 1) 

inappropriate representation of s b o n  behaviour, and 2) inappropriate representation of 

the NE Pacific oceanognphy. Lncomplete optimization and errors in the observed 

northern diversion rate t h e  series are probably of lesser importance. However, the 

model has provided insight into the workings of the system and the results suggest 

directions for additional modelling and field studies. 

Our representation of salmon behaviour was obviously simplistic. We ignored 

interactions between behaviour and ail environmentai stimuli except for SST (and the 

static stimuli requÎred for sahon to distinguish open ocean and coastai regions, land, and 

compass directions). Our repmentation of navigation behaviour was the simplest that we 



could conceive of, such that fish could reach the coastai approaches to the Fraser River 

fmm vastly different initial positions. However, the low homing success rates attained in 

some years (approaching 70 %), suggests that additional behaviours are iikely important. 

Some kind of longer ierm memory could help fish avoid becoming uapped in coastal 

geometry or prevent substantiai delays in regions of high water temperature that could be 

handled most effciently with more directed swimming. With simple cornpass 

navigation, fish may bypass their coastai target, and fail to retum home because there is 

no provision for Nming around (but we do not know if this is a problem in reality). The 

assumptions that the initial distribution was uniform, and that all stocks began migrating 

at the same thne is also iikely unredistic. Different coastal migratory timing observed for 

different stocks (Clemens and Kiflick 1963) suggests that either the stocks occupy 

different areas of the ocem, they stm migrating at different times, they swim at different 

rates or they foliow different rouies. The mode1 would have to be opiimized separately 

for each stock to account for this variabiiity, but the biologicd data are not sufficient to 

describe stock-specific variations in any of these features. 

Our results suggested that the offshore processes that we defined could not 

explain as much northem diversion rate variability as coastal processes. If al i  salmon 

orient on a similar cornpass karing, and offshore distributions are as broad as field 

shidies have suggested (French et al. 1976, Welch et al. 1995). then it is uniikely that 

thermal iimits and offshom cunents could produce both very high and very low diversion 

rates. Broad initial distniutions olso prevented SST avoidance behaviour h m  

reproducing observed diversion rates. but we did not expiore whetber this behaviour was 



capable of producing arbitrarily high and low diversions. However, if al1 fish arrive north 

of Vancouver island in a tight spatial distribution and narrow time window, then SST 

preference behavioua c m  reproduce a substantiai amount of nonhem diversion rate 

variability. This supports the notion that initial conditions pnor to migrating do not 

necessarily influence diversion rates. If the migration mute decision is made at 

essentidly the same coastal location by al1 fish, then offshore processes may be largely 

irrelevant. For this to occur, there would have to be some mechanisrn aggregating the 

fish. The most obvious aggregation occurs as sockeye swim eastward and 'pile up' on the 

coast. if the majority of the fish arrive on the coast north of Vancouver Island they wiU 

ah migrate through a relatively nanow corridor in the Queen Charlotte Sound area. 

although the timing will not be synchronous. In this manner, the coastal migration route 

decision process could be determined in a very confined area despite a broad and variable 

open ocean distribution. 

We did not expect to explain much coastal migration route variability with coastal 

processes because the model timestep and physical oceanographic representation were 

more appropriate for open ocean processes. The AVHRR SST images probably provided 

adequate resolution in time and space for the offshore processes that we were describing. 

These images do not resolve mesoscale SST vaciability very well, and this is probably a 

more senous problem in coastal areas. Relative to offshore waters, British Columbia 

coastal oceanography is characterized by steep SST gradients, and complex tidal, wind 

dnven, and buoyancy-dnven currents. This coastal heterogeneity was not weu 

represented in out model, so we cannot confidenuy describe the potential interactions 



between saimon and oceanographic variability in the region north of Vancouver Island. 

Our model results demonstrated that high SST avoidance behaviours could explain sorne 

of the interannual migration route variability, and suggested that the system rnight be very 

sensitive to the scale of interaction. High annual temperatures could produce both high 

and low diversions, depending on the SST spatial distribution. If the important temporal 

and spatial patterns are not descnbed with the appropriate resolution, substantial erron 

will likely eventuaüy result from any predictive model, even if the underlying pmesses 

are essentially undeatood. In this system, predictive correlation models based on annual 

indices and vague understanding of important processes are probably doomed to 

predictive failure. 

Our results suggest that further research into the mechanisrns driving migration 

route variability should be focused on the coastal region, panicularly around the north end 

of Vancouver Island. Seemingiy small interannuai variations in coastal SST distributions 

or Fraser River nonhward flow patterns may have a large effect on coastal migration 

routes. Simulation modelling of fme scale interactions between coas tal oceanographic 

variability and fish behaviow may help to m e r  defie criticai decision points in the 

migration route. however, the mechanisms that drive migration mute variability wili 

never be adequately descnbed without additional field snidies. Detailed observations of 

sockeye migration trajectories rnay help to qua@ the important behaviours. It may be 

idonnative to observe how aajectories of individu& around the north end of Vancouver 

Island relate to mesoscale oceanographic variability, especiaiiy SST and salinity 

gradienrs. Although if the important factors are difficult to measure (e-g. Fraser River 



odours), individuai tmjectones may not be informative. If consistent behaviours couid be 

identified, and quantitatively descnbed, we could work toward understanding the spatial 

and temporal scales of interaction, and modiQ our migration models accordingly. 



Table 1. Range of valid parameter values in the spatially-explicit individual-based 

migration rnodel. 

Parame ter min. max. 

latitude of initial distribution centre 

longitude of initial distribution centre 

radius of distribution 

initiation date for horning migration 

swimming speed 

open ocean compass becuing 

coasial compas bearing 

(inenid I compass) open ocean directionai weighting 

(inenid/ compass) coastal directional weighting 

open ocean àirectional precision 

costal directional precision 

probability of reorienting to the compass (per timestep) 

SST difference detection threshold 

SST preference tandom factor 

ttrennal limit adiusmient factor 

O N  

O w  

km 

DOY 

km/d 

O 

O 



Table 2. Goodness of fit between codelied and observed Fraser River sockeye salmon 

coastd migration routes (1982-94). Behaviourai parameters were optimized 

independently for eac h individual mechanisrn and each combination of mechanisms. 

Mechanism R'X 100 

. .. . -- . - - -.. - --- - 

( 1 )  therrnd fimit constraints on the initiai distribution 7 

(2) offshore current advection O 

(3) behavioural avoidance of high SST 33 



Fig. 4.1. Range of sockeye salmon initial distributions that resulted when the migration 

mode1 was optimized with thermai k t  constraints on the initial distribution. 1983 

demonstrated the most resuicted distribution, wMe 1987 (and some other years) were not 

affected by thermai Limits. 



Fig. 4.2. Initiai distribution and mean migration trajectones that resulted when the mode1 

was optimized with offshore current variability. The large circle outlines the initial 

distribution; each h e  connecting the distribution centre to the Coast represents the mean 

open ocean trajecrory of ail individuals from a single year ( 1982-94). 



Fig. 4.3. Typicd mjectories that resulted when the mode1 was opllmized with a 

behaviod tendency to avoid hi@ SST. Ten trajectories from 1982 are shown, and an 

representative of the precise open ocem migration and more dispersed coastal migration 

observed in ai1 years. The initial distribution was essentidy a point source. 



OBSERVED NORIWERN MVERSION (%) 

Fig. 4.4. Cornparison of simulated and observed annual northern diversion rates ( 1982- 

94) generated when the mode1 was optimized with a behavioural tendency to avoid high 

SST. Individual years are labekd. 





The three studies described in this thesis are ali linked by the common objective 

of attempting tu understand Fraser River sockeye salmon coastal migration route 

variability. The first two projects. chaptea (2) and (3). examuied the estimation of 

fishery harvest rates and developed rnethods for estimatiag fshery-specific migration 

routing. These studies have potential for increasing the amount of useful information that 

can be extracted from fisheries data, and c m  be used to help bound the uncertainty of the 

existing migration route time series. This generai discussion summarizes how these 

methods can be applied in fùture studies of migration research, while potential 

implications for fisheries management are descnbed in the respective chapter discussions, 

and not repeated here. The third study, chapter (4). described my attempt to explain 

Fraser sockeye coastal migration route variation by simulating explicit interactions 

between migrating individuais and a dynamic marine environment. The simulation 

modelling approach is eramined in relation to other methods that could be applied to ths 

system, and the ~ s u l t s  of chapter (4) are used to priorithe future studies. 

Salmon migration is a complex biological eveat that c m  be decomposed into 

processes that operate on a range of temporal and spatial scales. A satisfactory 

understanding WU only emerge as studies are integrated across numerous scientific 

disciplines. The sensory and navigationai processes that guide migration wiil probably 

nmain poorly undentood for the foreseeable future (probably forever if the reductionist 

goal of understanding is c h e d  to the level of b& function which underlies the decision 

processes). In the study of Fraser sockeye coastal migration routes, it would be a 

substantial achievement if one could 1) identify and quant@ the sources of 



oceanographic andor biological variation which cause migration route variability. and 2) 

describe how fish distributions change in response to this variation. This level of 

understanding would represent a m t i c  improvement over the curent state, and would 

probably resolve many outstanding problerns in stock assessrnent and management. The 

punuit of deeper levels of undeatanding (e.g. the neuro-endocrine regulation of 

migratory timing) may have considerable theoretical appeal to particular disciplines, but 

extend beyond the scope of my discussion. 

Most hypotheses about the mechanisms that influence migration route variability 

fdl into a general classification in which adult horning behaviour remains fairly constant 

among years, while variability in the spatiaUtempora1 distribution of physicai andor 

biological factors introduces interannual variability to the sockeye distribution prior to 

and/or d u ~ g  the horning migration. This generai classification can be distinguished 

from at least two other mechanistic classifications: 1) adult migration behaviour could 

Vary substantially among yem because of genetic or developmental factors (eg. 

migration routes could be leamed as juveniles as disproved by G m t  and Cooke (1987)), 

or 2) observed migration routes could represent among-year variability in survival 

patterns (e.g. fishenes off SE Aiaska and the Queen Charlotte Islands catch substantial 

numben of Fraser sockeye in some yean and it is not known whether removai of these 

fish afTects the resulting northern diversion rate). The latter two classes of mechanisms 

are more diffcuit to investigate because any part of the marine life bistory could be 

aected. 1 also consider these mechanisms to be Iess iikely, and in the interest of 

focushg research dong the most productive paths, I do not consider them M e r .  



Additional work dong several iines wiil be required before the mechanisms 

dnving coastal migration route variabüity are conclusively revealed, if in fact they ever 

are. There must be additional description of marine spatial distributions. Ideatly, this 

wouid iaclude field sampling and tagging studies, but there is also additionai information 

that can be exulicted from existing fisheries data. Behavioural axperiments and modeling 

studies wiii be required to relate observed distributions to potentially important 

environmental factors. 

The relative importance of offshore and coastd processes in determining coastd 

migration routes is not known, but 1 would recornmend more detailed sampling of spatid 

distributions andor trajectones in the Queen Charlotte Sound area. The results of chapter 

(4) suggest that offshore temperatures and cun-ents might be less important than high 

temperature avoidance behaviour in Queen Charlotte Sound. This region represents a 

reasonable point where the coastal migration route could b ika te .  as the cornmitment to 

migrate dong the east or West side of Vancouver Island must be estabLished in this 

vicinity (at les t  for fish that arrive in this ma). In terms of logistics, this region is dso 

the most accessible location in which there is a hi@ probability that the migration route 

choice is stiii undetennined. 

Observations of individual sahon najectories wiiI probably be essentiai to 

understanding coastal migration route variation. Two types of tags are preseniiy available 

for tracking individuals. Uitnsonic tags have been used to generate high resoIution 



observations of salmon movements in both coastal (e.g. Stasko et al. 1976. Quim and 

terHart 1987, Madison et al. 1972) and offshore (Ogura and ishida 1992, 1995) regions. 

However, these observations have been Limited to a few days because of the difficulty of 

tracking fish 24 hours per day. Archival tags can be used to rnonitor fish movements for 

much longer periods, but at a much lower spatial resolution than ultrasonic tags (e.g. 

DeLong et al. 1992), however these tags have not yet been used on salmon and must be 

recovered to download the data. To infer interactions between behaviour and the 

oceanognphic environment. there would have to be concurrent monitoring of the 

appropriate oceanographic variables. Measurement of currents, temperattue and salinity 

is feasible on srnail scaies, but large scale sampling is problematic. Other potentidly 

important factors are difficult or impossible to mensure, including predator and prey 

distributions and odour concentrations. Assuming that the appropriate environmental 

factors could be measured, there would likely have to be representative sampling of the 

saimon distribution in space and time, and replication of the tagging over a number of 

years to describe the correct interactions. It is conceivable that these types of snidies 

would not necessarily discriminate the proximal rnechanisms of migration route variation, 

but these observations would provide a substaotiai contribution toward understanding 

mesoscale behaviour in general. 

Fisheries observations provide oppoministic collection of migratory timing and 

coastal migration route diua that is useful for migration studies, however, the &ta quality 

must be carefully examined. Chaptes (2) and (3) examined the statisticai pmperties of 

harvest rate and coastal migration route estimates generated h m  fisheries data, and 



described how migration route estimates could be calculated with relative mesures of 

uncertainty. If these rnethods were applied to specific fisheries. then variation in 

migration routes could be described within years and possibly even among stocks. 

Stock-specific estimates of migratory timing through coastal fishenes already exist. As 

with the existing nonhern diversion rate time series. migratory timing estimation is 

dependent on mn-reconstruction and its assumptions, but the uncertainty in timing has 

never been explored. The methods of chapters (2) couid be easily modified to estimate 

the relative error associated with timing estimates. Migration route and timing estimates 

cm be used to make inferences about spatial disuibutions pnor to the fisheries. The 

arriva1 of a fish in a panicular fishery will depend on many prewious factors, including the 

location pnor to embarking on the homeward migration, the date of initiation of the 

homeward migration, the choice of migration route (both offshore and coastal), and the 

migration rate. Tirne senes of stock-specific migration routes and W n g  would increase 

the resolution at which interactions between migration behaviour and environmental 

vdability could be examined. These observations could dso be used as behavioural 

constraints in process-based migration models such as the individual-based mode1 of 

chapter (4). 

Experimentai work wiU ultimately be required to sort out which factors are 

important for migrahg satmon, panicularly if observable quantities CO-vary. as they tend 

to in oceanographic systems. There have been experirnents conducted to test the 

magnetic and visuai sensory abilities of sockeye for orientation (e-g. Groot et al. 1986. 

Quinn and Brannon 1982), and responses to water pmpexties (e-g. Piercey et al. 1993). 



These experimental manipulations are crucial to understanding migration behaviour and 

provide the ody means of confidently àistinguishiog among hypotheses. However, it is 

not possible to conduct experiments on dl the potentially important migration 

mechanisrns, and it is diffcult to extrapolate h m  srnali experimental systems to the 

whole of the NE Pacific Ocean. 

Focusing on the nonhern diversion rate as the annual proportion of salmon 

mignting through Johnstone Strait results in a tendency to simpliQ discussion of 

mechûnisms that may be àriving the variability. The northern diversion rate is a 

cumulative resuit from migratory decision processes of miliions of individuals disvibuted 

throughout large parts of the NE Pacific Ocean over a period of years. Perhaps there are 

very few facton influencing migration variation that acniaily propagate through to affect 

the observed coastal approach route, but the potentiai for complicated non-linear 

dynamics is enormous. if multiple factors are important, severai yean of measuring the 

appropriate factors, waiting for informative conuast, would likely be required to sort out 

the importance of each. And one could oever be certain that additionai important factors 

would not arise in the f u t m .  

The rnost frequently w d  quantitative method of examinllig coastal migration 

rou?e variabiiity has been the correlation of annual migration route estimates with 

environmental indices. WMe this approach has resulted in a large number of 

publications, the proposed mechanisms are vaguely defhed This approa-h is criticked 

because of the hi& probability of generating spurious relationships (e-g- Waiters and 



Collie 1988). and the lack of movement toward d e f ~ n g  mechanisms. 1 do believe that 

the iipproach has a role if used cautiousty within a larger framework of study (e.g. Tyler 

1992). However, in this system, correlations have not provided much guidance for 

additional fieldwork and are not likely to advance the understanding of this particular 

system any m e r .  If temporal and spatial variations in multiple factors are affecting the 

diversion rate, then non-linear dynamics probably dominate, and cannot be adequately 

described by simple indices. 

1 believe that dynamic, spatially-explicit models will remain the most usehl tool 

for e x p l o ~ g  assertions about the mechuiisms that drive Fraser River sockeye coastal 

migration rate variation, but these models cm only evolve with input from field 

observations and expenments. One rnight be justified in criticizing the individual-based 

mode1 complexity (chapter (4)), since it was arguably no more enlightening than the 

correlation approach. However, Dy admitting enough complexity to explore explicit, 

field-testable mechanisms, these types of models establish a framework within which 

additional information can be integmted. Pwrly quantified, but biologicdly meaningful 

parameters reflect uncertainty about the state of knowledge of the system, and defme 

issues that must be resolved to attain the desired level of understandmg. Process-based 

modehg c m o t  prove rhat a mechanism is correct (e.g. Oreskes et al. L994), but does 

provide a fiamework with which observations and experimental resuits can be merged, 

and updated as additional information becornes available. In this way, the evolution of 

our understanding of the system cm progreu with intemal consistency, even though 

system dynamics are too compiicated to foliow in detail without the aid of cornputers. 
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